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Sectors are small regions of airspace through which aircraft fly and air traffic controllers are 

required to manage while considering notions like safety, efficiency, and effectiveness. 

Interestingly, we do not know how to design, i.e. make considerations surrounding airspace, air 

traffic, controller, and technology factors, such that sectors generate specific levels of 

performance. Rather, sectors have always been designed in an artistic fashion where the focus is 

on human operator workload, which is fairly subjective. This research leverages the fact that many 

aspects of performance are objective and so are many aspects of design. A framework is proposed 

such that the sector design problem is abstracted in a generalizable way where performance is the 

focus. The framework consists of a series of natural questions which aim to set up a decision 

variable representative of all aspects of underlying performance we choose to care about. The 

decision variable is a normalized-weighted-summed-modeled-performance-loss function.  A 

specific instance of the performance-based sector design problem was successfully demonstrated 

in the context of the framework. Results showed that the derived composite performance score 

was useful for inferring design heuristics and optimally selecting among competing design 

configurations. Simulation and modeling was key to this work.  
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

The air traffic control sector design problem is motivated and a framework of mine is 

outlined for systematically approaching the problem; but first, fundamental vocabulary and 

concepts are introduced to aid the discussions to follow. 

 Sectors 

 Sectors are small regions of airspace through which aircraft fly and air traffic controllers 

are tasked to manage. A sector, in this document, references the lowest segmentation of enroute 

air traffic control in the United States of America, which primarily accounts for cruise flight, i.e. 

flights up at altitude transitioning between origin and destination. The hierarchical summary is 

given in Figure 1: the national airspace system has three main control points; of those points 

enroute control is distributed to 22 Air Route Traffic Control Centers (ARTCCs); these centers are 

then divided into sectors, of which there are four classes based on operational altitudes, i.e. low, 

intermediate, high, and ultra-high (FAA 2017 Chapter 2).  

 
Figure 1. Air traffic control hierarchy  
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Figures 2 shows the 22 Air Route Traffic Control Centers (ARTCCs) from which the classes of 

sectors originate (VATUSA, 2014). Figure 3 shows an example of one ARTCC 

(RadioReference.com, 2009).  Figure 4 shows the underlying airspace structure (FAA, 2014b, l. 

EHUS5–6 Jul 24 2014). Figure 5 shows what an air traffic control would see on their displays 

(“Air Traffic Control Network,” 2014). Figures 2 to 5 are just additional visual aids. 

 
Figure 2. Air Route Traffic Control Sectors (ARTCCs) in the NAS 

 
Figure 3. Indianapolis ARTCC, i.e. ZID, showing sector divisions 
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Figure 4. Depiction of airways and navigation aids 

 

 

Figure 5. An example of what an enroute air traffic control sees on their display 
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Enroute Air Traffic Controllers 

Enroute air traffic controllers are the human operators managing the control sectors; their 

primary job is to accept, and/or possibly reject, aircraft in-through-and-out of their respective 

control sectors. Management of sector throughput is done while simultaneously communicating 

with the aircraft pilots, other assisting controllers, and/or air traffic managers; interactions are 

situation specific. Enroute air traffic controllers must consider ideologies like safety, efficiency, 

and effectiveness when performing their jobs. 

Safety is qualified in terms of the ability to maintain reasonable distances between aircraft 

pairs in a sector so as to prevent them from ever colliding mid-air. Such reasonable distances are 

defined by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and are shown in Figure 6. Allowing 

aircraft to go below the separation minima is generally bad, and the FAA calls such acts of the 

controller operational errors (FAA, 2002). The frequency of such errors are used as a proxy for 

airspace safety, however, note that certain situations can result in adjustments of the separation 

minima; this is not shown in Figure 6, e.g. if a controller is not able to maintain radar separation.  

 

 

Figure 6. Typical aircraft pair separation minima 
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Efficiency is understood through capacity management. Capacity is a measure of the 

number of aircraft that can safely pass through a sector in a given period, i.e. aircraft throughput. 

Because throughput can vary greatly overtime Hudgell & Gingell (2001) note that you must 

consider capacity as a long-term sustainable average with non-constant instantons demand. 

Queuing theory suggests that if a controller is not able to manage the maximum instantaneous 

predicted demand at all times a state of overload would be experienced and the system would incur 

delay. According to (Schmidt & Saint, 1969) as sited in Stein (1998, p. 16), “the human operator 

[is] a bottleneck in air traffic control” and therefore overload is inevitable. Thus, efficiency is the 

magnitude of delay incurred to offset controller overload, or its likelihood.  Delay materializes into 

a loss of theoretical sector capacity. Practical sector capacity, which is available for use however 

is “less” and is preemptively determined using the Monitor Alert Parameter (MAP) based on 

controller loading expectations (Kopardekar, et al., 2009).  

Effectiveness measures how well the established goals are being met. These goals can be 

airspace imposed ones such as safety and efficiency. Goals can include meeting environmental 

constraints. Goals can also be established by air traffic managers of a specific ARTCC, e.g. a letter 

of agreement between sectors that specifies general, sometimes specific, rules on how aircraft 

should be handled in-through-and-out a given sector (FAA 2014, sec. 4–3). It is reasonable to 

assume air traffic controllers will self-regulate their workload based on personal goals.  

 Workload 

Workload is a construct for which there is no agreed upon definition (Stein, 1998); it is 

imposed upon the air traffic controller as a result of them performing their job, i.e. managing the 

sector throughput. Workload can be both observable and unobservable. Observable load, i.e. 

taskload, is fairly objective and includes things like task count, task duration, task accuracy and 

physiological activity. Unobservable load, i.e. cognitive workload, is fairly subjective and include 

things like perceived difficulty and other ratings of perception. The levels of workload associated 

with a controller’s job or individual tasks are understood through measurement.  

According to Ratcliffe (1969), workload measurement methods include: observations, 

physiological measurement, simulations trials, performance measure assessment, and subjective 

ratings and assessments. The observations and performance measure assessments aim to measure 

objective aspects of workload. The physiological measurements, according to Miller (2005), gauge 
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cognitive levels of workload imposed on a human operator, however, this can be misleading as 

physiological levels can be representative of other things, e.g. physical activity. Simulation trials 

try to extrapolate workload saturation levels that may be somewhat unsafe to observe or ‘to let 

happen’ in real world operations. Lastly, subjective ratings reflect the loading on working memory 

via a battery of tests and survey questions, primarily of rating scales. According to Miller (2005, 

p. 14) as stated by Johanssen, et al. (1979), subjective ratings are not precise but they are practical, 

i.e. “if a person feels a lot of workload, there is a lot of workload”. For other accounts on workload 

measurement refer to: Brooker, (2003); Brookings, et al. (1996); Casali & Wierwille (1984); Costa 

(1993); Miller (2005); Wierwille & Connor (1983); Hilburn (2004); and Loft, et al. (2007). To this 

end, the requisite basic knowledge on what workload is and how it is measured was conveyed. 

Complexity 

Complexity, like workload has no clear definition (Mogford, Guttman, Morrow, & 

Kopardekar, 1995). When you read the literature you encounter variations of the term, e.g. sector 

complexity, airspace complexity, and air traffic controller complexity; in some cases the terms are 

interchangeable and in other cases, not. Nevertheless, complexity is a construct, which is 

influenced by four major sets of factors, or interactions thereof, and is related to the air traffic 

controller’s job scenario. The four major aspects of complexity factors include: airspace, air traffic, 

controller, and technology. These factors arguably affect the workload levels of enroute air traffic 

controllers. Considerations surrounding these complexity factors hereon are referred to as design. 

Figure 7A shows the idea behind airspace complexity: the characteristics of the sector may 

impose higher levels of workload in light of similar aircraft dynamics and air traffic density, e.g. 

more critical points may equate to more workload, and vice versa.   

Figure 7B shows the idea behind air traffic complexity: higher levels of air traffic may 

result in low workload while the same traffic levels might result in high workload depending on 

aircraft dynamics.  

Figure 7C shows the idea behind controller complexity: every controller is different and 

has a certain skill level, strategies, or individualistic factors that determine how much workload is 

perceived or encountered for a given task.  

Figure 7D shows the idea behind technology complexity: the use of displays, technologies, 

concepts, and automation can help mediate workload; it can also add workload in some cases.  
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Figure 7. Distinguishing between different aspects of air traffic control complexity factors   

Workload versus Complexity  

Researchers have tried to relate workload to complexity; a synthesis of complexity 

components considered over the years as part of this relation problem is given in Table 1; Table 2 

provides an overview of the common methods applied to study this relationship. There are many 

practical reasons for relating workload to complexity; here are three of them.  

 Reason 1. The FAA would like to improve enroute air traffic controller staffing predictions 

and staffing decisions (FAA 2014a  & National Research Council 2010). According to 

Kopardekar, et al. (2009), the MAP threshold is a crude threshold for establishing manageable 

capacity to sectors as a function of workload. This measure is static and we must therefore be able 

to adjust constraints on capacity based on the evolving air traffic scenario, along with other things, 

e.g. airspace factors, controller factors, resources and technology configurations.  
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Table 1. Complexity factor considerations in estimating and modeling workload 

AS-C AT-C C-C T-C Example Research Efforts 

   X Enhancing air traffic control weather displays (Ahlstrom, et al., 2001). 

  X  Operative memory of the controller (Bisseret, 1971). 

 X   Complexity of pair-wise relations among aircraft (Boag et al., 2006). 

  X  Controller age and experience (Cobb, 1967; Cobb, et al., 1973) . 

X X   
Traffic variables, route and sector geometry, and control procedures 

(Couluris & Schmidt, 1973; D. K. Schmidt, 1976) . 

 X  X 
Environmental, organizational, and display (Cummings, et al., 2005; 

Cummings & Tsonis, 2006) . 

X X   Observed positions and speeds of aircraft (Delahaye & Puechmorel, 2000) . 

   X Situation awareness (Endsley & Rodgers, 1994) . 

  X  Memory for flight data (Gronlund,  et al., 1997) . 

X    Generic sector design (Guttman, et al ., 1995) . 

X X X X Literature review: cognitive complexity (Hilburn, 2004) . 

X    

Physical and informational elements that organize and arrange the ATC 

environment (structure, e.g. standard flows, groupings, and critical points) 

(Davison, et al., 2003; Histon, 2008; Histon, et al., 2002; Histon, et al., 

2002; Reynolds, et al., 2002) . 

X X X  
Peak air traffic, mean airspeed, sector area, sector type, radio 

communication time, control load factors (Hurst & Rose, 1978) . 

X X   

Dynamic Density: number of aircraft and complexity of traffic patterns in a 

volume of airspace (Kopardekar, 2000; Kopardekar & Magyarits, 2002, 

2003; Kopardekar, et al., 2009; Masalonis, et al.2003) . 

   X Aircraft proximity and relationship (Lamoureux, 1999) . 

 X   Aircraft-pair intensity (Landry, 2012; Surakitbanharn & Landry, 2015) 

 X   Control activity to resolve a traffic situation (Lee et al., 2007) . 

X X X  
Traffic factors, airspace factors, and operational 

constraints (Loft et al., 2007). 

 X   
Flight; count, profile, time (by cruise, ascend and descend) (Majumdar & 

Ochieng, 2002) . 

  X  
Number and duration of controller/ pilot communications (Manning, et al., 

2002a, 2002b) . 

X X   Sector activity and sector complexity (Manning & Pfleiderer, 2006) . 

X X   Sector complexity (Mogford, et al., 1994) . 

X X   Literature review: sector and air traffic complexity (Mogford et al., 1995) . 

X X X  Traffic factors that influence cognitive complexity (Pawlak, et al., 1996) . 

 X  X 
Reduced regularity in air traffic and display enhancements of such traffic 

(Remington, et al., 2000) . 

  X  Controller strategy (Sperandio, 1971, 1978) . 

   X Literature review: display complexity (Xing & Manning, 2005) . 

Airspace Complexity (AS-C), Air Traffic Complexity (AT-C), Controller Complexity (C-C), Technology 

Complexity (T-C) 

“    X    ” marks which of the four complexity factor categories were covered by the references 
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Table 2. Methods on estimating and modeling workload as a function of complexity 

Method Advantages Disadvantages Example Research Efforts 

C
o

rr
el

at
io

n
al

 

A
n

al
y

se
s 

Usually 

conducted with 

real world data, 

hence results are 

more applicable 

to real world. 

Conveys simple 

relationships 

along with 

magnitude of 

the relationship. 

Provides initial 

insight. 

Large amounts of data 

required due to lack of 

control. Not useful for 

non-linear 

relationships without 

appropriate 

transformations. Not 

predictive or 

conclusive. Only 

bivariate associations 

possible 

Effects of sector geometry and traffic density on 

confliction, occupancy, communication and delay 

(Buckley, et al., 1983; Buckley, et al., 1976). Relating 

traffic load scenarios to NASA TLX workload ratings and 

response time for aircraft acceptance, monitoring and 

hand-off (Galster, et al., 2001). Relating peak traffic, mean 

airspeed, sector area, sector type, and radio 

communication time to control load (Hurst & Rose, 1978). 

Relating performance and objective workload evaluation 

research (POWER) measures to sector complexity, 

controller workload and performance (Manning, et al., 

2001; Manning & Pfleiderer, 2006; Manning et al., 2002a, 

2002b). 

In
d

ic
es

/C
o

m
p

o
si

te
 

In
d

ic
at

o
rs

 

 

One indicator is 

operationally 

easier to 

interpret than 

many separate 

indicators. 

Hides 

underlying 

complexities but 

does not lose it. 

Allows complex 

dimensions to 

be compared 

effectively. 

Interpretations can be 

misleading and 

simplistic conclusions 

due to hidden 

underlying 

complexities. 

Constituent indicator 

components and 

weighting can be very 

subjective. Black box 

effect can masks 

potential constituent 

component flaws. 

Workload is related to a traffic load index reflecting 

intrinsic air traffic complexity (Athènes, et al., 2002; 

Averty, et al., 2002; Averty, et al., 2004). Relating aircraft 

importance to the recall of specific types of controller 

flight data (Gronlund, et al., 1997). Relating traffic 

variables, route, sector geometry, and control procedures 

to a control difficulty index (CDI), which quantifies 

controller workload (Schmidt, 1976). Aircraft activity 

index (AAI) proposed to potentially estimate controller 

taskload; measure is sensitive to flight count and flight 

length (Mills, 1998). Relating complexity factors to 

operational errors (Rodgers, et al., 1998). 

R
eg

re
ss

io
n

 

A
n

al
y

se
s 

Provides a 

useful way to 

study the 

relationships 

between two or 

more variables. 

Many regression 

types available 

for handling a 

wide variety of 

datasets, e.g. 

linear, logistic, 

polynomial, 

stepwise, ridge, 

lasso, Bayesian, 

elastic net, 

jackknife. 

Many underlying 

assumptions about the 

distribution of the data 

to be fitted. Failure to 

meet the assumptions 

renders the 

conclusions inaccurate 

and most likely 

incorrect. Outliers in 

the data can have 

large impacts on the 

resulting regression 

model if not properly 

resolved. 

A method for optimizing sector design by relating control 

load and sector geometry and orientation; Theoretical 

example (Arad, 1964; Arad et al., 1963). Conflict 

detection, accuracy, and mental workload as a function of 

relational complexity (Boag, et al., 2006). Relating task 

activities to traffic volume, traffic complexity and 

controller configuration (Bruce, et al., 1993). Relating age 

and experience to controller job performance ratings 

(Cobb, 1967; Cobb et al., 1973). Model for predicting 

control load (Jolitz, 1965). Relating dynamic density 

(traffic complexity) to controller and supervisor ratings of 

job difficulty/complexity (Kopardekar & Magyarits, 2002, 

2003;Kopardekar et al., 2009; Laudeman et al., 1998). 

Impact of aircraft proximity on mental workload 

(Lamoureux, 1999). Relates operational errors to increases 

in traffic levels (Murphy & Shapiro, 2007). Predictive 

capabilities of complexity metrics in estimating controller 

workload and collision risk (Vogel, et al., 2013). 

N
eu

ra
l 

N
et

w
o

rk
s 

Can 

approximate any 

function, 

regardless of 

linearity or 

complexity. 

Case dependent 

success. Easy to 

misuse in cases where 

simple functions exist 

Very large amounts of 

training data needed 

for high accuracy. 

Relating 16 traffic complexity measures to controller 

workload (Chatterji & Sridhar, 2001,1999). Relating 

airspace parameters to workload ratings(Martin, et al., 

2006). 
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Understanding how workload relates to complexity would allow us to do so. If we unnecessarily 

limit capacity in a growing need for it, the sector, i.e. the system in this case, incurs the penalty as 

delay which is not good. We could however offset this delay with added staff, but again the 

practical implication moves from delay to added operator cost. Either way poor aggressive 

capacity constraints on a sector is not good. 

 Reason 2. Arad, et al. (1963) noted that the operations of enroute sectors are expensive, i.e. 

more than 50% of the annual NAS operating cost was directly proportional to the number of 

operating sectors. I assume this cost is higher given the increase in operating sectors as a result of 

higher air traffic operations. Therefore, to reduce sector operating cost we can improve upon their 

design or considerations surrounding design, i.e. shape, orientation, size; rules and restrictions, 

management strategies, and technologies. The latter are all things that we essentially adjust based 

on manning/workload requirements (Arad 1964). Hence, improving workload estimation through 

complexity considerations is also key in driving important sector design configurations trends. 

Reason 3. A need exists to advance concepts for increased traffic density operations, e.g. 

dynamic resectorization, trajectory based operations, and decentralization. Dynamic 

resectorization is changing configurations surrounding the design of sectors in a dynamic fashion 

over shorter periods instead of longer static periods (Stein, E. S., et al. 2006 and Kopardekar, et al. 

2007).  Trajectory-based operations is where the FAA allows for more flexible and direct routes 

than routes along established airway structures (McNally & Gong 2006). Such types of routes 

would boost air traffic demand; what this would mean for workload is currently unknown and 

would need to be figured out. Decentralization is where we tramsfer control power from the air 

traffic controllers to the pilots of the operating aircraft; unreasonable increases in demand would 

require such an aggressive strategy because at that point, i.e. the next generation point, air traffic 

controllers would not be able to efficiently handle the evolving air traffic scenarios (Krozel, et al. 

(2001). Nevertheless, we would not get to a decentralized point of air traffic control without a 

transition period; during this transition period the role of the controller would be more passive, i.e. 

more monitoring, than active, i.e. controlling aircraft (Metzger & Parasuraman, 2001.). Given the 

controller would still be functionally involved in the system the important question to ask is: what 

happens if the air traffic demand is so great or the air traffic situation becomes so complex that air 

traffic controller intervention becomes impractical? We don’t know.  
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The FAA has shown alignment with the various reasons/motivations for relating workload 

to complexity. For example one concept, dynamic density, would help to predict in advance how 

the evolving air traffic situation is expected to influence controller workload; this is according to 

Kopardekar (2000); Kopardekar & Magyarits (2003); Laudeman et al. (1998); and  Masalonis, et 

al. (2003). Such workload-complexity prediction models will allow air traffic capacity to remain 

manageable, i.e. safe, efficient, and effective despite growing demand.  However, workload is not 

what we truly care about; it is a proxy to performance, e.g. available sector capacity. 

Performance 

Performance, when used in this document, refers to outputs as a function of the operating 

system, i.e. sector. If you think in terms of aircraft moving in and out of sectors while air traffic 

controllers manage them, examples of performance include but are not limited to: sector capacity, 

aircraft throughput, the likelihood of aircraft-pair conflicts, the likelihood of a successful potential 

conflict pair resolution, and aircraft in-transit delays. Performance is any relevant system related 

measure having a general cardinal objective function, i.e. minimize or maximize, can be 

considered a measure of performance. There could be countless performance measures. However, 

the performance measures of utmost importance are the ones identified by NAS stakeholders. 

The Sector Design Problem 

It is not known how to design sectors to achieve specific levels of performance from them, 

i.e., moving from one-to-three in Figure 8 is unexplored. Ever since the controlled management of 

aircraft within defined blocks of airspace, sector design or considerations surrounding design have 

been driven by operational experience of what works and what doesn’t in terms of manageable 

sector capacity (Majumdar, et al., 2005), particularly through observing air traffic controllers and 

managers perform their jobs. Hence, shape, orientation, size, rules and restrictions, management 

strategies, and technologies have all been motivated in an artistic fashion rather than through 

rigorous engineering principles. 

Recall, “The human operator [is] a bottleneck in air traffic control,” according to Schmidt 

and Saint (1969) as cited in Stein (1998, p. 16). Hence, it is the reason that proposals exist to drive 

design or considerations surrounding design in air traffic control to meet specific levels of 

workload but not performance (Center, 2005; Christien, et al., 2002; Gianazza, 2010; Majumdar 
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& Ochieng, 2007; Pamela S., et al., 2013; Stein, et al., 2006; Tien, 2010; Xue, 2009; Yousefi & 

Donohue, 2004). Why workload? It is because it is easy to observe the human operator through 

human-subject experiments, and the layman can easily relate to the idea that an increase in 

workload will cause the human operator to get closer to their bottleneck, and thus reduce 

manageable sector capacity. In Figure 8, moving from two-to-three seems natural. 

A variety of workload capacity models exist (Majumdar, et al., 2005); the four major 

models are: Re-Organized ATC Mathematical Simulator (RAMS), Total Airspace Airport 

Modeler (TAAM), Performance and Usability Modeling in Air Traffic Management (PUMA), and 

Sector Design and Analysis Tool (SDAT). Each of the latter workload sector capacity estimation 

models have their advantages and disadvantages. Primarily, one modelling approach may account 

for a greater number of workload related complexity factors than the other and therefore yield a 

more accurate estimation of sector capacity. 

The possibilities to obtain a more sensitive measure of workload so as to more accurately 

estimate sector capacity seem endless based on the research efforts previously noted in Table 1. 

Referencing Figure 8, much research effort has be done in understanding the components of 

circular block one and how such factors affects circular block two; going from one-to-two is very 

hard due to the subjective and unobservable side of workload. Hence, estimating workload is not 

a science, and axiomatically there is no clear mapping between workload and sector capacity.  

Capacity is the main aspect of performance driving the sector design choices based on the four 

workload capacity estimation models mentioned in the previous section; there could be many other 

dimensions of performance to consider that are also important, for which examples are shown in 

Figure 8. Sector design choices should ideally drive all dimensions of performance in a way that 

is holistically favorable. Overall, it would be an unrealistically time consuming process to 

understand how aspects surrounding sector design affect workload, which is fairly subjective. It 

would also be time consuming to understand how workload functionally maps to various aspects 

of performance, which is fairly objective. The latter is true because workload is commonly 

assessed through human-subject experiments, which need to be carefully crafted and can take a 

reasonable amount of time to execute.  
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Figure 8. Visual aid relating complexity, workload and performance   
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Notice from Figure 8 that sometimes we oddly try to understand workload through the use 

of realized performance, i.e. circular blocks three-to-two.  Here is an example: we would say 

something like aircraft-pair conflict occurrence increases the workload placed on the controller. 

True but I would ask, why are conflicts occurring in the first place? Do we really care about the 

workload generated from 10 aircraft conflicts or do we really care about preventing the conflicts 

from occurring in the first place? It is my educated opinion that the latter question is more 

important. Many would argue that they are both important. In response, we need not be circular 

but we should focus on trying to also address the question of how design or considerations 

surrounding design affect performance; we have not done so.  

Proposed Framework for Addressing the Sector Design Problem 

We need to ultimately design sectors such that specific levels of performance are achieved; 

and a favorable overall level of performance is achieved while considering appropriate trade-offs. 

Considering that both sector design aspects and aspects of performance are fairly objective, we 

can leverage this and approach the problem by linking the two through simulation studies, which 

have not been a past research focus. A new approach is proposed to motivate performance-based 

sector design; Figure 9 will be used to describe it.  

The new approach frames a series of natural questions governing the newly structured 

sector design problem. Some of these questions require a layer of abstraction before they can be 

appropriately demonstrated. The higher the box placement in Figure 9, the higher the natural 

precedence of the question. However, if an arrow precedes a box, it means that a dependency is 

present and must be followed. Given the questions asked within the context of the framework, 

example methods are provided for addressing each question; there could be many other methods 

for addressing these questions. Upon addressing all questions within the oval of Figure 9, we 

should be able to derive an objective overall composite score reflective of expected sector 

performance levels. After doing so, such a measure could be used to drive rule-of-thumbs 

surrounding the design problem or, even better, allow for the optimal selection among competing 

design configurations. An outline of each question is now given with statements on the example 

methods for addressing them. 

Which individual aspects of performance to look at? There could be many performance 

aspects within the context of performance-based enroute sector design problem. To narrow down 
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these aspects of performance to a subset of relevant ones, stakeholder input is recommended. One 

suggested method for doing this in the context of the framework is a stakeholder survey. Various 

broad categories of air traffic control performance type measures and individual measures within 

those categories can be probed to understand which ones are of highest priority.  

 
Figure 9. Performance-based framework for systematically approaching enroute sector design 

 

Which aspects of design to look at? The aspects of design to consider could be countless; 

such aspects should be controllable and fall under the complexity umbrella shown in Figure 8. It 

is very likely that if the aspects of performance are different in nature, e.g. aircraft-pair conflicts 

versus delays, a subset of design aspects might be more likely to affect one performance measure 

while another, even distinct, set of measures will affect another performance measure. For 

addressing this question, it is recommended that you only concern yourself with building a subset 

of design characteristics that when combined in one way or another potentially impact all chosen 

performance measures. The down-selection process of which specific design aspects affect which 
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specific performance measures will be addressed later. Hence, within the context of the 

framework, one suggested method for selecting design characteristics is a literature review.  

What are the bounds on each aspects of design? Each selected consideration surrounding 

design must be appropriately bounded to ensure the performance-based sector design problem is 

realistically scoped. To do this the framework suggests two possible methods: literature reviews 

and sensitivity analyses. The literature review will capture realistic design bounds from past 

studies. The sensitivity analyses is one reasonable way to explore design bounds that are not readily 

apparent from the literature.  

Can functional models be found between aspects of performance and design? The 

efficiency of the framework is in directly modelling objective aspects of performance as a function 

of the also objective aspects of design. To do this the framework suggests two possible methods: 

simulation and best-subset regression analyses utilizing cross validation.  The simulation would 

mimic sector operations under various design configurations while observing performance as a 

result of these designs. The regression analyses are meant to provide analytic models representing 

the performance response curves as a function of the design space. Note that cross-validation is a 

way to directly get at the best, more or less, set of prediction models. 

Do the individual aspects of performance have different weights of importance? It is 

reasonable to believe that each aspect of performance under consideration may not have equal 

weights of importance. To motivate weights of importance the framework suggest two possible 

methods: stakeholder survey or approximate weighting through a rank ordering system. The 

stakeholder survey would be ideally the best way to motivate the importance of performance 

measures in the eyes of the stakeholders. In the absence of a stakeholder survey any other 

systematic ranking of the performance aspects can be done; after which, a variety of approximate 

weighting systems can be tested, e.g. rank sum, rank reciprocal, and rank order centroid. 

Are the performance measure outcomes constrained in any realistic way? To ensure that 

design results in acceptable levels of expected performance, we must understand if there are certain 

values of performance that are historically too high or unacceptable based on the scope of the 

enroute sector operation context. To do this the framework suggests two possible methods: 

literature review and educated guessing. Note that this question may naturally be difficult to 

address because operational constraints are not really defined in the context of air traffic control. 

It may be necessary to apply though logic where relevant; a start would be thinking about axioms.  
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Can a composite measure of overall expected performance be formulated? It would be 

difficult to keep track of changes to many different individual aspects of performance as a function 

of multiple design considerations. Hence, to have a more holistic view of whether all aspects of 

performance are generally being respectively moved in favorable directions, assuming tradeoffs 

would naturally apply, a one-dimensional composite performance score needs to be derived. To 

do this, the framework suggests possibly establishing a loss function, i.e. a function representative 

of overall performance detriment.  

Heuristic design principles using the composite performance score?  Within the framework 

I initially suggest that one possible way for motivating general design heuristics would be to 

perform sensitivity analyses of the composite performance score. From the sensitivity analyses 

you would notice which designs have practical impacts on resulting overall performance. 

Selecting among competing design configurations? Within the framework I initially 

suggest that if constrained optimal design configurations are required appropriate optimization 

techniques could be done. To this end, I will now summarize chapter one. 

Chapter Summary and Document Organization 

In chapter one the following was learned. Sectors are small regions of airspace through 

which aircraft fly and air traffic controllers manage. Air traffic control sector design has been an 

artistic process, driven by operational experience of what limits sector capacity, rather than a 

systematic engineering process. Sectors are designed to generate expected levels of workload, 

which is fairly subjective, rather than expected levels of performance, which is fairly objective. 

The reason for approaching the sector design problem in the way we currently do is because it is 

fairly easy to perform human-subject experiments, which are used understand human operator 

workload. However, human-subject experiments are expensive and very time consuming to 

conduct; additionally workload does not clearly map to capacity and there could be many other 

aspects of performance we care about. Because many aspects of performance are fairly objective 

and many aspects of design are also fairly objective we can actually take advantage of simulation 

capabilities to more efficiently and systematically approach the sector design problem. A 

framework was proposed to naturally address the following questions surrounding performance-

based sector design, i.e.: which individual aspects of performance to look at; which aspects of 

design to look at; what are the bounds on each aspects of design; can functional models be found 
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between aspects of performance and design; do the individual aspects of performance have 

different weights of importance; Are the performance measure outcomes constrained in any 

realistic way, and; Can a composite measure of overall expected performance be formulated. In 

addressing the latter questions through a variety of possible methods, some of which are suggested 

in the context of the framework, an objective, systematic and repeatable way to probe for better, if 

not the best, sector design choices will be revealed. This is at least the notion, which is to be 

demonstrated in chapters to follow. 

The document organization to follow is outlined below: 

 In chapter two the abstraction of the performance-based framework for approaching the 

sector design problem is presented. The abstraction is to set up the generalizable problem 

and the formulation of decision variable in the form of a composite performance score that 

will be used to solve the problem. 

 In chapter three the framework is then fully demonstrated with a specific instance of the 

performance-based sector design problem. The demonstration covers setting up the 

problem instance, computing the composite performance scores, and using the computed 

scores to “hypothetically” drive sector design choices, both on a heuristic and optimal level. 

It is hypothetical because it is only a demonstration of the framework on a small scale to 

show that it works and can be scaled as necessary in practice, i.e. the framework is useful.  

 Following chapter three are concluding remarks on key takeaways from this research work. 

 Lastly, limitations of the research work are identified and future work is proposed. 
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CHAPTER 2: FRAMEWORK ABSTRACTION 

The symbols for generalizing the sector design problem and formulating a useful decision 

variable for getting at solutions to this problem are now laid out. Recall, Figure 9 established the 

questions that are to be fundamentally addressed. The symbols hereon present a generalizable 

structure for using information obtained as part of addressing each question. 

Individual Aspects of Performance 

In the performance-based design of sectors there are many individual aspects of 

performance to possibly look at. Let fY define each individual aspect of performance where

 1,2,...,f m and m . Note that fY represents a distribution of possible values such that

 ;  f f f fy yY Y . We can now conveniently arrange all of these individual aspects of 

performance in a1 x m vector denoted by Y where: 

    1 2 3 1 x m
, , ,..., mY Y Y Y Y

 (1) 

In plain English, there are “m” possible performance aspects and each aspect can take on a 

distribution of values that are continuous, discrete, ordinal, or logistic/binary.  

Aspects of Design 

The next question is what aspects of design to look at so as to influence the entire 

performance measure set shown in Equ.1; there could be many aspects of design. Let gX define 

each individual aspect of design; where  1,2,...,g n and
n . Note that gX represents a 

distribution of possible values such that  ;  g g g gx xX X . We can now conveniently 

arrange all of these individual aspects of design in a1 x n vector denoted by X where: 

   1 2 3 1 x n
, , ,..., nX X X X X  (2) 
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In plain English, there are “n” possible design aspects and each aspect can take on values that are 

continuous, discrete, ordinal, logistic/binary, or categorical.  

Bounds on Each Aspects of Design 

The next reasonable concern is are there limits or bounds on how we can vary 

configurations of each design aspect. Firstly, let ,low gz and ,up gz define the lower and upper bounds 

for an individual design aspect such that  , ,; min  low g g low g g gz z xX X and

 , ,; max  up g g up g g gz z xX X . If each pair of lower and upper bounds is denoted by set gZ , I 

can now conveniently arrange all of these paired bounds for each individual aspect of design in a

n x 2 matrix denoted by X
Z where: 

  

1, 1,1

2, 2,2

3, 3,3

, , n x 2

  
  
  
   
  
  
     

low up

low up

low up

n low n upn

Z Z

Z Z

Z Z

Z Z

X

Z

Z

Z Z

Z

 (3) 

In plain English, each aspect of design will have a lower and upper bound, which be constrained 

to the range of possible values that each aspect of design can take on, or it may be restricted to a 

narrower subset range of values. There are “n x 2” design bounds. 

Functional Models Between Aspects of Performance and Design 

After determining the various bounds on the individual aspects of design to look at, we 

intend to determine models of performance as a function of design. Denote a model of fY as ˆ
fY , 

where  ˆ   f f ffY Y X X and


fX is a critical subset of design aspects assumed to explain 

much of the variation in fY ; also, 


fX  is subject to X
Z . However, it is reasonable to argue that 

there could be multiple critical subsets of design aspects which could approximately and equally 

explain much of the variation in fY . Given fY can have fp possible models, there can be

 
m
f fp p possible combinations of models used to express the entire performance aspect vector 
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set denoted earlier by Y . To account for the latter situation, the critical 

fX is modified to ,



h fX

where  1,2,...,h p and h . Now  , ,
ˆ   f h f h ffY Y X X .  Each of these model 

combinations is denote by ˆ
hY and the entire p x m combination matrix is denoted by Ŷ , where:  

 

1 1,1 1,2 1,3 1,

2 2,1 2,2 1,3 2,

1 2 3 13 3,1 3,2 3,3 3,

,1 ,2 ,3 , p x m

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ =   s.t.  ...

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ

   
   
   
   

        
   
   
      

m

m

pm

p p p p p m

Y Y Y Y Y

Y Y Y Y Y

Y Y Y Y Y YY Y Y Y Y

Y Y Y Y Y

 (5) 

In plain English, each aspect of performance can be modeled with either all or a subset of design 

aspects from the set of design aspects. Additionally, there could be multiple models that allow us 

to predict a given aspect of performance equally well. The properties for each of these modeled 

performance aspects is the same as those for the corresponding aspects of performance. There are 

“p x m” possible model combinations to evaluate where “p” is the product of the possible number 

of models that exist for modeling each aspect of performance. 

Individual Aspects of Performance Weights of Importance 

Given the set of performance aspects vector given by Equ.1, we need to account for 

possible differences in the weights of importance for each performance aspect. We need to 

immediately realize that weights of importance are derived values and there exist many ways for 

deriving such values. Therefore, we can denote ,k f as the thk type weight for the thf performance 

measure, where     1, ,0,1   ; 1,2,3,...,   ;   ;   ; 1  ; 

      
m
fk f k fk q k k f k . I can now 

conveniently arrange all of these corresponding performance weights in a q x m matrix denoted by

W  where: 

  

1 1,1 1,2 1,3 1,

2 2,1 2,2 1,3 2,

3 3,1 3,2 3,3 3,

,1 ,2 ,3 , q x m

   

   

   

   

   
   
   
    
   
   
   
   

m

m

m

q q q q q m

W

W

WW

W

 (6) 
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In plain English, each aspect of performance can have different weights of importance and each 

weight of importance can be estimated in a variety of ways. Given there are “q” different ways to 

weight and we have “m” different aspects of performance, we end up with a “q x m” weight matrix. 

Constraints on Performance Measure Outcomes 

The issue of individual aspects of performance having operational bounds is now 

addressed. Let ,low fz and ,up fz define the lower and upper bounds for an individual performance 

aspect such that  , ,; min  low f f low f f fz z xX X and  , ,; max  up f f up f f fz z xX X . If each 

pair of lower and upper bounds is denoted by set fZ , I can now conveniently arrange all of these 

paired bounds for each individual aspect of performance in a m x 2 matrix denoted by yZ where: 

  

1, 1,1

2, 2,2

3, 3,3

, , m x 2

  
  
  
   
  
  
     

low up

low up

low up

m low m upm

Z Z

Z Z

Z Z

Z Z

Y

Z

Z

Z Z

Z

 (7) 

In plain English, each aspect of performance will have a lower and upper bound, which be 

constrained to the range of possible values that each aspect of design can take on, or it may be 

restricted to a narrower subset range of values. There are “m x 2” performance bounds. 

Sector Design Problem Definition 

 The performance-based sector design problem can be defined in terms of the “m” 

performance measures under consideration, the “n” design aspects assumed to affect all of those 

performance measures, the “p” combination of models considered for estimating all aspects of 

performance, and the “q” types of weights of importance for the individual aspects of performance 

considered. Following the latter order of things the shorthand “m-n-p-q” defines the general 

problem for which specific instances can be derived.   
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Formulating the Decision Variable 

To solve the m-n-p-q performance-based sector design problem a decision variable is 

needed, a variable that if we were to look at tells us one design configuration is better than another 

in terms of overall performance, i.e. performance considering all underlying aspects of 

performance given their weights of importance. This leads to the natural following question. Can 

a composite measure of overall expected performance be formulated? 

To try and establish a one-dimensional overall measure of performance that is 

representative of all individual aspects of performance the definitions of Equ.1 – Equ.7 were used. 

A loss function was chosen to represent overall performance. However, to first ensure that the 

various individual aspects of performance were comparable, they were normalized on a 0,1 scale. 

Note that normalization can be done on any scale, however, in the context of this framework we 

want to conveniently let an overall measure of “0” represent no performance loss and “1” represent 

total performance loss. No performance loss is best; it is where all individual aspects of 

performance at their best levels of performance. Total performance loss is defined by all individual 

aspects of performance at their worst possible levels of performance. ‘If the condition 

   min maxf fY Y  was defined to mean minimizing the performance aspect is preferred over 

maximizing it, each individual normalized aspect of performance is denoted by ,
ˆ 

h fY where: 
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Where  ,
ˆmin h fY and  ,

ˆmax h fY represent the minimum and maximum values for the
thh

model/function of the thf performance measure, respectively. Now, the corresponding p x m

matrix of normalized performance aspects can be denoted by ˆ Y where:  
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Now, to combine each individual normalized aspect into a one dimensional measure where the 

weights of importance for each aspect of performance is taken into account, a weighted sum of the 

measures must be taken such that each thk type normalized-weighted-summed-loss-function 

corresponding to the thh combination of models for all performance aspects can be denoted by ,h kY

where: 

   ,
ˆ    ;   ;  

f fh k h k fh k
T

Y Y W  (10) 

Naturally  , 0,1h kY . The complete p x q matrix of normalized-weighted-summed-loss-functions 

can be denoted by Y where: 

  

1 1,1 1,2 1,3 1,

2 2,1 2,2 1,3 2,

3 3,1 3,2 3,3 3,

,1 ,2 ,3 , p x q
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q

q
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Y Y Y Y Y

Y Y Y Y YY

Y Y Y Y Y

 (11) 

In the present form the decision variable, i.e. the set of normalized-weighted-summed-loss-

functions, are unrestricted. In this form, the decision variables are useful for graphically and 

heuristically approaching the m-n-p-q performance-based sector design problem; an exacting 

solution is not guaranteed. To guarantee an exacting solution the decision variable can be restricted 

such that Y  is subject to X
Z . To this end, the decision variable needed for solving the m-n-p-q 

performance-based sector design problem was formulated. 
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Chapter Summary 

In chapter two the performance-based sector design problem was generalized in the form 

m-n-p-q, where there are “m” performance measures under consideration, “n” design aspects 

assumed to affect all of those performance measures, “p” combination of models considered for 

estimating all aspects of performance, and “q” types of performance weighting systems. To solve 

the m-n-p-q performance-based sector design problem a normalized-weighted-summed-loss-

function matrix having dimension p x m is formulated. When subjected to no performance aspect 

bounds the decision variable is useful for heuristic and graphical analysis. Upon restricting the 

decision variable to the set of performance aspect constraints, an exacting solution is guaranteed 

such that the designs chosen should, on average, result in better overall performance, while 

meeting the established levels of performance needed for each individual aspect. 
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CHAPTER 3: FRAMEWORK DEMONSTRATION 

A full demonstration and walkthrough of the proposed performance-based framework for 

approaching the enroute sector design problem was conducted and each activity is now detailed. 

Individual Aspects of Performance 

Method: Stakeholder Survey 

A stakeholder survey analysis was conducted to determine if there was a necessarily 

systematic way in which individual aspects of performance should be selected to test within the 

context of the proposed framework since there could be many aspects of performance to look at.  

Four stakeholder populations of the National Airspace System (NAS) were sampled: airline 

transport pilots, enroute air traffic controllers, federal agency members, and research and 

development organization members. Federal agency members included individuals from the 

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

(NASA). Research and development organization members included individuals from Metron 

Aviation, Purdue University and The MITRE Corporation. Note that there was no true reason for 

selecting these four groups of NAS stakeholders; there need not be as it was just an initial test 

survey to probe if any NAS stakeholders could help shed light on a systematic way for initially 

selecting performance measures to test within the context of the proposed framework. 

Thirty-three enroute air traffic control measures were picked from the air traffic control 

specialist performance measurement databased compiled by Hadley, G., et al. (1999). Selected 

measures were representative of four types: airspace characteristics (AC), communication and 

coordination (CC), traffic characteristics conflict related (C), and traffic characteristics non-

conflict related (TC). The 33 measures are shown in Table 3. Measures of the AC category relate 

to the statistics and dynamic characteristics of the airspace environment. Measures of the CC 

category related to the agent associated actions that resulted from managing air traffic. Measures 

of the C category related to aircraft dynamics associated with the precondition or actual occurrence 

of a conflict, i.e. aircraft-airspace or aircraft-pair conflict. Measures of the TC category related to 

air traffic dynamics not clearly associated with the precondition or actual occurrence of a conflict, 

i.e. aircraft-airspace or aircraft-pair conflict. The percentage distribution of measures in the 
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database for the four categories  , , ,AC CC C TC  presented was approximately equal to

 6,23,28,41 % , respectively. Measures that did not fall into any of the four categories were 

labeled Other (O), and accounted for 2% . Note that measures of the O category were not sampled 

as part of the stakeholder survey, rather, an option was given as part of the survey to allow the 

stakeholders to provide up to five O measures; five was meant to be a reasonably small number to 

handle within the context of the survey. The 33 measures selected as part of the survey were 

roughly reflective of the noted percentage distribution. 

A copy of the actual survey was provided in Appendix A. The survey consisted of 13 

questions and each question had a clear rationale for being asked; see Table 4. 

Table 3. Sampled Air Traffic Control Performance Specialist Database Measures 

ID Air Traffic Control Performance Specialist Database Measure 

AC_1 Proximity of restricted airspace to main traffic flows 

AC_2 Proximity of sector boundaries to main traffic flows 

CC_1 Aircraft handoff acceptance time 

CC_2 Between sector coordination (taskload measure) 

CC_3 Data entry errors 

CC_4 Level of aircraft intent knowledge 

CC_5 Number of aircraft handoffs to the wrong controller 

CC_6 Number of issued hold/turn delay messages 

CC_7 Number of successful aircraft handoffs 

CC_8 Total time between an aircraft call for "service" and the controller's initial response 

C_1 Aircraft proximity 

C_2 Conflict resolution difficulty 

C_3 Frequency of aircraft pair conflicts 

C_4 Frequency of conflict alerts 

C_5 Number of aircraft pair conflicts 

C_6 Number of airspace conflicts 

C_7 The total time an aircraft is in conflict with an airspace it is not cleared to be in 

C_8 The total time an aircraft pair is in conflict 

C_9 Time-to-go until aircraft pair conflict 

TC_1 Aircraft altitude/flight level variation 

TC_2 Aircraft convergence angle 

TC_3 Aircraft count 

TC_4 Aircraft crossing angle 

TC_5 Aircraft density 

TC_6 Aircraft fuel consumption 

TC_7 Aircraft heading variation 

TC_8 Aircraft mix: number of flights currently climbing and descending versus in-cruise 

TC_9 Flight type: number of emergency/special flight operations 

TC_10 Number of aircraft flightpath changes 

TC_11 Number of aircraft crossing points 

TC_12 Rate of aircraft entering a sector 

TC_13 Rate of aircraft exiting a sector 

TC_14 Variation of aircraft groundspeed 
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Table 4. Survey Questions and Rationales 

No. Question Text Question Rationale   

1 
I have read the information sheet above and agree 

to participate in the survey study. 

To ensure the participant qualifies for the survey 

study 

2 Which category best identifies you? 
To categorize stakeholders into broad groups that 

would all for tracking bias between groups 

3-7 

Given your understanding and experience with air 

traffic control what is the most likely objective for 

the performance measures presented below? 

To identify whether an objective function is 

believed to exist the specific performance measure 

8-12 

For each of the measures presented below select 

whether the measure would most likely/reasonably 

be considered an input or output of air traffic 

control performance. 

To tease whether a stakeholder could identify a 

particular closed-loop performance measure as 

input or output given a "basic” definition of the 

two 

13 

How would you prioritize or rank order the various 

categories of air traffic control performance 

measures below? 

To see if certain types of performance measures 

are considered more important than others 

 

The survey was administered electronically and online via email. A standardized email, 

provided in Appendix B, was used for inviting participant stakeholders. The email contained the 

reasons for contacting the participants, the main purpose of the survey, and the link to the survey. 

To ensure that the distribution of the survey was without replacement, participants were 

anonymously marked to note and reject duplicate attempts/submission. To ensure the survey was 

“fairly” random, the following strategy was employed. The air transport pilots and enroute air 

traffic controllers were recruited for the survey by first contacting administrative personnel from 

the Airline Transport Pilot Association (ALPA) office and the National Air Traffic Controllers 

Association (NATCA) national office, respectively. The administrative personnel then became the 

person responsible for mass distributing the survey via email to appropriate email lists. The federal 

aviation members and research and development organization member participants were recruited 

similarly. Administrative or key personnel were contacted from multiple relevant departments 

within the selected institutions/organizations, and they then mass distributed the survey via email 

to appropriate email lists. 

Results, Discussion, and Conclusion: Stakeholder Survey 

A total of 80 surveys were attempted and 46 of those were competed. The approximate 

response rates for the stakeholder populations were given as the ratio of the number of respondents 

in the target group to the expected number of target group respondents invited/reachable, i.e. airline 

transport pilots  6/100 = 6%, enroute air traffic controllers  16/4,000 = 0.4%, federal agency 

members  3/25 = 12%, and research and development organization members  21/50 = 42%. 
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Firstly, the ranks converted to scores, i.e.    : 1, 2,3, 4,5 5, 4,3, 2,1 f rank score , is 

plotted and shown in Figure 10. From Figure 10, surveyed conflict measures had the highest 

average importance score compared to all other measure categories. However, to ensure the latter 

conclusion was reasonably strong given there was some overlap between the confidence intervals, 

a Post-hoc Tukey Means comparison was conducted between conflict measures and all other 

measure categories; See Table 5. Results of the Tukey Means comparison provide significant 

evidence at 0.05  that surveyed conflict measures were on average most important compared to 

all other measure categories. This result suggests that in the initial demonstration of the proposed 

framework conflict related measures should be explored. 

 

Figure 10. Rank Converted to Score Measure Category Distribution 

 

Table 5.Tukey Means Comparison for Conflict Measures and All Other Categories 

0.05, 225, 0.856425, 3.88913

Group means signifiantly different : Difference 0.5307

     



criticaldf MS studentizedRange
 

Comparison Difference 95% CI Lower 95% CI Upper Significant 

C - CC 0.7826 0.2519 1.3133 Yes 

C - TC 1.2174 0.6867 1.7481 Yes 

C - AC 1.2609 0.7302 1.7915 Yes 

C - O 3.2609 2.7302 3.7915 Yes 
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Secondly, the question exists of whether there is a stakeholder preference of one conflict 

measure over another. Recall performance is a function/output of the operating system, i.e. the 

sector. Figure 11 shows the distribution of surveyed conflict measures and whether the 

stakeholders labeled them as inputs or outputs. The results suggests that surveyed stakeholders are 

not able to clearly distinguish between whether one conflict related measure is an output or input; 

this was interesting because it was expected that it would be straightforward for subject matter 

experts to make this distinction. However, to ensure the latter conclusion was reasonably strong, a 

post-hoc Chi-Square test was conducted under the null hypothesis that for each conflict related 

measure, the proportion classed as input versus output are equal, i.e.   ( ) 0.5 p input p output ; 

see Table 6. Results of the Chi-Square analysis provide a lack of significant evidence at 0.05   

that surveyed conflict measures could be clearly distinguished as inputs versus outputs; there was 

no significant result. This result suggested that in the initial framework demonstration conflict 

related measures can be explored at the convenience of the research; no rigorous systematic 

selection is really needed for this initial exploration. 

 

Figure 11. Distribution of Conflict Measures Input vs Output 
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Table 6. Input vs. Output Chi-Square Analysis for Surveyed Conflict Measures  

   

  0.05

Chi - Square test Pr : Input,Output  0.5,0.5 ; 0.05

Proportions significantly different : Pr > Chi - Square





 
 

ID Chi-Square DF Pr > Chi-Square Significant 

C_1 0.8571 1 0.3545 No 

C_2 2.3810 1 0.1228 No 

C_3 0.2093 1 0.6473 No 

C_4 0.8571 1 0.3545 No 

C_5 0.8182 1 0.3657 No 

C_6 0.5814 1 0.4458 No 

C_7 1.5238 1 0.2170 No 

C_8 0.3810 1 0.5371 No 

C_9 0.4000 1 0.5271 No 

 

Lastly, the general cardinal objective function of the aspects of performance chosen to be 

tested within the context of the framework should be known, i.e. minimize or maximize the 

measure. Figure 12 clearly implies that more likely than not, knowing the general cardinal objects 

for conflict aspects of performance measures wan not going to be a problem.  

 
Figure 12. Distribution of Conflict Measures Objective Function Exists (Yes vs No) 
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To this end, six conflict related measures with known cardinal objective functions were 

chosen to initially test within the context of the proposed framework; call them risk measures. 

From Equ.1 of the framework abstraction, the 1 x 6  performance aspect vector, Y  is:  

  1 2 3 4 5 6[ , , , , , ]Y Y Y Y Y Y Y  (12) 

Where 1Y  total number of aircraft pair conflict occurrences; 2Y  probability of aircraft pair 

conflict occurrences; 3Y  total number of multiple aircraft pair conflict occurrences; 4Y  

probability of multiple aircraft pair conflict occurrences; 5Y  mean time an aircraft pair remains 

in conflict; and 6Y  probability of success of a potential aircraft pair conflict resolution through 

mitigation. Each measure within Y was further symbolically defined such that:  

  1 1   ij
i j

Y  (13) 

Where ,i j  represent indices of an aircraft pair within a given sector under consideration such that

i j ; ij  is a logical aircraft pair conflict indicator set such that ij = 1 if, at any point in time 

while in-sector,  the lateral separation, ijd , between the aircraft pair is less than 5 nautical miles 

and the vertical separation, ijh , is less than 1000 feet; for all aircraft pairs, otherwise 0 ij . Note 

that   jij ih h h  and ijd  is the equilateral approximation for short earth distances such that 

   
2 2

    i j iij jd  where denotes aircraft longitude and denotes aircraft latitude. 

If we use an indicator function that returns 1 if  ...I  is true and 0 otherwise: 
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Let the time an aircraft remains in conflict be ijt ; assume air traffic controllers mitigate aircraft 

potentially expected to be in conflict some lateral separation distance, mitd , in advance; similarly 

toij , a logical mitigation aircraft pair set 
ij

mit  based on ij mitd d resulting in 1, 0 otherwise. Now: 

  5
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1
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To this end, the 1 x 6  performance aspect vector, Y was fully defined. A final step was to 

ensure that all aspects of performance selected are appropriate; it was necessary to ensure they all 

had cardinal objective functions. The cardinal objective mappings were as follows: minimize 1Y , 

minimize 2Y , minimize 3Y , minimize 4Y , minimize 5Y , and maximize 6Y .  

Aspects of Design 

Method and Results: Literature Search 

From articles and reviews by (Arad (1964); Buckley, et al. (1983); Fowler (1980); Gosling 

(2002); Grossberg (1989); Mogford, et al. (1994); Remington, et al. (2000); Rodgers & Manning 

(1995); Schmidt (1976); Schroeder & Nye (1993); Stein (1985); and Willemain (2003) it was 

apparent that there were some common factors surrounding risk or conflict occurrence, e.g. aircraft 

count or flow rate, speed and flight level variation, sector volume/area and total number of airway 

and crossings. Note that the average airway length can also be a factor since it would be some 

function of the size of the sector. We could also consider whether the airways within a sector are 

generally crossing or paralleling closer toward the centers/centroids of sectors or further away 

from the center/centroid. There are obviously more measures that could potentially influence 

conflict risk in enroute air traffic control sectors. However, only a subset need be selected for initial 

demonstration within the context of the proposed framework to test whether the framework is 

useful or not. Additional considerations for design could be made later on. 
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Discussion and Conclusion  

Eight aspects of design were selected. Using Equ.2 from the framework abstraction, the 

1 x 8  design aspect vector, X  is:  

  1 2 3 8[ , , ,..., ]X X X X X  (19) 

Firstly, 1X  is defined as the aircraft arrival rate; it is the number of aircraft entering the sector in a 

defined period of time; it is a numeric and continuous variable. Secondly, 2X  is defined as the 

sector area; it is the area of the polygon shape that defines the sector boundaries; it is a numeric 

and continuous variable. Thirdly, 3X  is defined as the airway centrality radius; it the radius from 

sector centroid at which airways are tangentially laid down as shown in Figure 13; it is a numeric 

and continuous variable.  

 

Figure 13. Visual aid showing airways, a measure of centrality and intersections 

 

Fourthly, 4X  is defined as the total number of airways; it is the number of established routes 

defined within a sectors boundary, i.e. tangential lines in Figure 13; it is a numeric and discrete 

variable. Fifthly, 5X  is defined as the uniform aircraft speed variation level; assuming a uniform 

distribution of possible speed values it is a categorical variable for which each category would 

represent a given range of airspeeds operating within the sector at any instance. Sixthly, 6X  is 

defined as the uniform flight level variation; assuming a uniform distribution of possible flight 

levels it is a categorical variable for which each category would represent a given range of 
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airspeeds operating within the sector at any instance. Seventhly, 7X  is defined as the number of 

airway crossings; it is as the name implies and is depicted by the blue dots in Figure 13; it is a 

numeric and discrete variable. Eighthly, 8X is defined as the average airway length; it is the length 

of each airway within the sector boundary summed and divided by the total number of airways; it 

is a numeric and continuous variable.  Note that 1X , 5X  and 6X  are controllable through rules, 

regulations, and controller strategies; 2X  is directly controllable; and 3X , 4X , 7X  and 8X  are 

controllable through the orientation of sectors.  

Bounds on Each Aspect of Design 

Method and Results: Literature Search 

 A quick and dirty literature search was conducted to determine bounds on a subset of the 

various aspects of design under consideration. For the aircraft arrival rate, i.e. 1X , the general 

process for the literature search was to search google scholar for papers relating to air traffic control 

sector arrival rates or any tangential paper dealing with arrivals of aircraft or flow rates, in one 

sense or another. The literature hinted at possible numbers; arrival rates of 40 aircraft per hour, 

0.15 aircraft per minute, and 18 aircraft per 10 minutes were noted in Andrews & Welch (1997); 

Gwiggner, et al. (2009); and Hoang & Swenson (1997), respectively. Therefore, the bounds chosen 

for 1X should enclose the latter aircraft arrival rates and/or if possible capture even high rates for 

the purpose of exploring saturation conditions. 

For uniform aircraft speed variation, i.e. 5X , the general process for the literature search 

was to search google for the typical cruise speeds of commercial jet aircraft. This number was 

determined in combination across references to be around 400 knots to 500 knots; it can be as high 

as 550 knots (FlightDeckFriend.com, 2017; Josekutty, 2002; Lim, 2008; Plaehn, 2010; Wikipedia, 

2017). Bounds needed to be selected such that they were at least representative of these numbers. 

For uniform aircraft flight level variation, i.e. 6X , recall, the definition of a high enroute 

sector class was FL240 and above or FL240 to FL330 assuming ultra-high sectors are defined 

(FAA 2017, Chapter 2) .  
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Method and Results: Sensitivity Analysis 

Sensitivity analyses were conducted to determine bounds on a subset of the various aspects 

of design under consideration. For sector area, i.e. 2X , the bounds were determined as follows. 

Random convex polygons were generated in MATLAB 2013a to have a specified area with a 

tolerance of plus or minus 2.5 percent of the specified area, i.e. a practically acceptable error. 

Different area polygons were generated, first starting with 0.8 degrees squared and increasing in 

increments of 0.3 degrees squared. Note that in considering the area in units of degrees squared, 

the assumption was made that the lines of longitude and latitude have the similar variation, i.e. 1 

degree approximately equals to 60 nautical miles; this is a major simplification for the generation 

of the sector polygons but it is assumed to not affect to general trends of the results overall.  

For each of the sector areas generated blips/points representing aircraft were projected 

through these sector shapes over five minute periods using point mass equations of motions. This 

was done in a MATLAB graphical user interface I previously developed. A snapshot of this 

interface is shown in Figure 14. The size of the display was 15 inches x 7.5 inches.  The goal of 

this mini experiment was to notice the rate at which the blips move across the display screen if 

their speed was between 425 knots to 500 knots and the arrival rate was about six aircraft per 

minute, which is a bit faster than the upper bound of aircraft arrival rate chosen as part of this 

work. This was done to provide considerations for reasonable slack area within the sector space 

while aircraft needed to be managed. As the aircraft arrived to the sector, I varied the trajectories 

to maintain separation standards considering turn dynamics of 30 degrees per second and a 3 

degrees descent and climb rate. If the aircraft blips moved across the display such that it was almost 

impossible to keep the aircraft separated then the sector area generated was too small. Above 0.8 

degrees squared was determined to be a reasonable sector area.  

 For airway centroid radius, i.e. 3X , centroids radius values were picked from 15 to 30 

nautical miles; and random sectors polygons were generated for the lower and upper bound sector 

areas. Note that a radius below 15 nautical miles was not considered to ensure reasonable 

separation could be maintained between aircraft travelling on parallel airways. Figure 15 shows 

that when the centroid radius is above 25 nautical miles; it would be difficult for a sector of area 

0.8 degrees square to generate reasonable looking airways tangential to the radius.  
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Figure 14. Interface for testing movement of aircraft across sector area 
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Figure 15. Example sectors generated with different centroid radius values 

(Sectors of 0.8 degrees square on the left and 2.0 degrees squared on the right) 

(Centrality radius of 15 nautical miles at the top and increasing in increments of 5 going down) 
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Discussion and Conclusion: Literature Search and Sensitivity Analysis 

 Based on the literature search, reasonable bounds for 1X  were two to four aircraft per 

minute as it encompasses the highest note aircraft arrival rate of 18 aircraft per 10 minutes and 

exceeds it by at least a factor of two. There lower noted rates are exceed by more than a factor of 

two. Hence, these bounds were considered worst case bounds.  

Based on the literature search, reasonable bounds for 5X  were two categories where one was 

representative of no uniform speed variation and the other which was representative of maximum 

speed variation. Expressed as an indicator variable  ...I , no speed variation was 500 500 knots, 

i.e. 0 knots; and maximum speed variation was 500 425 knots, i.e. 75 knots. These numbers were 

representative of the range 400 to 500 knots, i.e. typical commercial aircraft cruise speeds. 

Based on the literature search, reasonable bounds for 6X  were no uniform aircraft flight 

level variation and maximum aircraft flight level variation. As an indicator variable  ...I , 

minimum flight level variation was FL 250 240, i.e. FL10 or 1000ft; and flight level variation 

was FL 330 240, i.e. FL90 or 9000ft. Note that the lower bound has a range greater than zero 

because aircraft flying west, 180 359   , go at even flight levels while aircraft going east, i.e. 

0 179   , go at odd flight levels. The latter numbers were representative of the high enroute 

altitude definitions. 

 Based on the sensitivity analysis, reasonable bounds for 2X  were 0.8 and 2 degrees 

squared. Note that anything above 0.8 degrees squared seemed reasonable; 2 degrees squared was 

picked as a cap for the sector not being too big in size; the upper bound was picked so as to get a 

reasonable rage of possible sector areas. Based on the sensitivity analysis, reasonable bounds for 

3X  15 nautical miles and 25 nautical miles. 

For a given airway centroid radius, 4X  bounds were based on the establishing a minimum 

30 degree separation between lines originating from the origin to the point of tangent on a circle 

radius defined by the centroid radius value, hence 360/30 = 12. Note that it seems impractical for 

sectors to have zero, one, or two airways. Therefore, to ensure that reasonable dynamics are 

captured then we must have at least three airways. 
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 For the total number of airway crossings, i.e. 7X , the bounds are intuitively the smallest 

possibility, which is 0 crossings and the largest possibility which is unknown apriori, hence why 

the upper bound is missing.  For the average length of sector airways, i.e. 8X , it was assumed that 

a practical minimum for this length was 15 nautical miles. Now, the bounds corresponding to the 

aspects of design were defined using the definition of Equ.3 from the framework such that the 

8 x 2 design bound matrix, X
Z is:  
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Functional Models between Aspects of Performance and Design 

Method: Simulation 

A simulation was conducted in MATLAB 2013a to generate observed values for the 

aspects of performance under consideration. A matrix of the observed values of performance 

mapped to various design aspect configurations, call this the “Grand Matrix,” was needed as the 

basis for the regression modeling, which is discussed after the simulation. The simulation process 

used to generate the Grand Matrix is shown in the Figure 16 flowchart; see Appendix C for code.  

The input variables were initialized. The input variables included: simulation runtime, the 

number of simulation repetitions, and the partial design matrix consisting of the varying design 

aspect configurations, i.e.  1,2,3,4,5,6g
X . The simulation runtime was set to fifteen minutes. The 

reason for this is that a 15 minute snapshot of aircraft arriving and going in-through-and-out 

individual sectors was determined to be a minimally appropriate time to see evolving patterns in 

the actual data collected. The simulation was set to have five repetitions total. Five was picked to 

capture some variation in the configurations for the design aspects generated as function of the 
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simulation running, i.e. design aspects  7,8g
X .The design aspect configurations chosen prior to the 

simulation running are shown in Table 7. The design configurations were chosen such that if a 

response surface curve were generated for corresponding aspects of performance mapped to these 

design configurations, it would span the entire upper and lower limits established by the X
Z  

matrix, with the exception of  7,8X
Z . 

 
Figure 16. Simulation process overview for generating Grand Matrix 

 

Table 7. Configurations for the various design aspects 

gX  Design Configurations Units 

1X   0.0333,0.0417,0.0500,0.0583,0.0667  aircraft per second 

2X   0.8,1.1,1.4,1.7,2.0  degrees  squared 

3X   15,17.5,20,22.5,25  nautical miles 

4X   3,5,8,10,12  airways 

5X       1,2,3,4 500 500,475,450,450 0,25,50,75 I  knots 

6X       1,2,3,4 250,270,290,330 240 10,30,50,90 I  flight level (time 1000feet) 

7X  Not defined prior; a function of the simulation running crossings 

8X  Not defined prior; a function of the simulation running nautical miles 
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For the design aspects that were numerical and continuous, i.e.  1,2,3g
X , five evenly spaced values 

were created. For the design aspects that were numerical but discrete, i.e. 4X , five evenly spaced 

values were created then those values were rounded to insure the result was an integer. For the 

design aspects that were categorical, i.e.  5,6g
X , four categories were created. Note that in Table 7

 ...I represents an indicator vector where each value in it is representative of a corresponding 

uniform range value calculated as shown in the table. Why five and four levels? It was simply 

because these numbers are greater than three; to establish a surface that can capture non-linear 

dynamics, at least three configurations for each design aspect is needed; with two configurations 

you will always obtain two average points which will always yield a straight line. Since it was the 

expectation that a third order dynamic would be the highest reasonable dynamic observed, four to 

five levels were therefore chosen for each design aspect. A note on  7,8X
Z ; these aspects of design 

were allowed to realize whatever configurations generated for them on each iteration of the 

simulation; whether or not this would be a problem, it was something I address much later on after 

the regression modeling, which it yet to be discussed. 

All possible combinations of  1,2,3,4,5,6g
X were determined first to establish the partial 

design matrix, then these combinations were repeated five times to form a larger matrix. Note that 

the design matrix is partial because    1,2,3,4,5,6 1,2,3,...,8 


g g
X X , i.e.  7,8g

X  does not contribute to the 

row-sizing of the matrix. Therefore, it is expected that the partial design matrix would be of 

dimensions      1,2,...,65 50,000  x 6    g grows colsX . Note that  gX  represents the 

total number of elements in the vector-set for the thg design aspect. The dimensions for the full 

design matrix would be 50,000 x 8 . 

 A random sector was generated at each iteration of the simulation.  The key inputs were 

the row configurations for  2,3,4g
X at the current iteration. Figure 17 illustrates the steps involved. 

The shape of the sector polygon was generated through a self-modified convex hull algorithm; see 

step #1 in Figure 17. The basis of the approach was as follows. Firstly, random points were dropped 

on to a plane larger than the area of the sector to be generated. Secondly, all the points were 

enclosed by the smallest possible convex. Thirdly, the approach was modified such that a random 

number of sides between four and ten were chosen for the convex that is to enclose the points. 
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Figure 17. Illustration of the sector generation process 
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After generating the polygon, i.e. the sector shape, the airways were generated. Firstly, the 

centroid of the polygon generated was found; see step #2 in Figure 17. Secondly, an imaginary 

circle was generated around the centroid having a radius corresponding to the current design matrix 

centroid radius configuration see step #3 in Figure 17. Given the configuration for number of 

airways, those many were randomly and tangentially laid onto the imaginary circle such that their 

separation was at least 30 degrees; see steps #4-5 in Figure 17; the green points were the tangential 

points and the white lines were the airways being tangentially laid down. The airways were 

constrained to within the sector boundaries.  

 Upon successfully generating a random sector, the number of airway crossings and the 

average length of each airway were determined, i.e.  7,8g
X see step #6 in Figure 17; blue points 

were crossings and the airways that are now red were to be averaged in terms of their lengths. 

These values were stored so as to use later when it was time to update the Grand Matrix.  

Each generated sector met the following conditions. Firstly, the area of the generated sector 

polygon shape was within a tolerance of 0.025  desired sector area  ; this was to drastically 

reduce the randomized search time for generating the given sector area we desired; being 2.5% off 

was not practically a concern. Secondly, each sector polygon shape had anywhere from five to ten 

boundaries; this was to ensure simplistic sectors such as triangles or squares were not generated. 

Thirdly, if by chance the sector centrality radius fell outside the circle and therefore causing no 

airways to be generated, the sector was then randomly regenerated. Fourthly, there were instances 

where a sector having an average length that was really small, i.e. 15 nautical miles , could be 

generated; in these cases the sector design was still kept, even though unrealistic to ensure that no 

researcher bias was introduced to the randomness of the simulation process; such issues were dealt 

with through the established realistic constraints when needed. Fifthly, each airway from the 

tangential point of generation of the centroid radius circle had at least a 30 separation from any 

other airway; this was to allow for a greater spread of airways within the sector and discourage 

less unrealistic airway geometries. Sixthly, each sector was randomly generated in terms of shape 

and airways angling; this was important to ensure that more general inferences could be made 

about the dynamics with respect to the aircraft that flew through these generated sectors.  

The general process for generating open loop trajectories is shown in Figure 18. Upon 

generating the sector and the airways within it, the aircraft to move within the sector needed to be 

simulated.  
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Figure 18. Open loop trajectory generation process overview  

 

Firstly, aircraft arrival times were generated using a Poisson distribution with lambda equal the 

product of the design configuration aircraft arrival rate and the simulation runtime.  Secondly, the 

aircraft count was then determined based by summing a count of the unique times that were less 

than the simulation runtime. Thirdly, aircraft IDs were generated for each unique arrival time that 

was generated. Fourthly, each aircraft was assigned a route and direction along the airway to follow 

assigned by a heading. Fifthly, a randomly generated speed rounded to the nearest 5 using within 

the design configuration range was generated for each aircraft. Sixthly, each aircraft was assigned 

a starting latitude and longitude point corresponding the start of the airway it was assigned to. 

Seventhly, each aircraft was randomly assigned an altitude within the design configuration range. 

The altitudes were assigned randomly from the following possible altitudes however: if the aircraft 

heading was east-bound, i.e. 0-179 degrees, it was assigned an odd flight level altitude; if the 

aircraft heading was west-bound, i.e. 180-359 degrees, it was assigned an even flight level. 

Eighthly, the initially generated aircraft IDs, arrival times, route IDs, longitude, latitude, altitude, 

speed, and heading was used to establish an initial aircraft trajectory vector. Ninthly, the initial 

trajectory vector was projected in time using point mass equations of motions from arrival time to 

simulation runtime; this was done for all the aircraft at once taking advantage of MATLABs higher 

dimension matrix operation capabilities. Tenthly, all the trajectories were stacked aircraft by 

aircraft into a two-dimensional matrix. This matrix represented the open loop trajectories as they 

are straight line trajectories with no control actions imparted to them.  

 The general process for generating closed loop trajectories is shown in Figure 19. Once the 

aircraft were moving, from the point of the second aircraft arrival, the simulation was programmed 

to check whether the arrival aircraft was within 8 nautical miles of any other aircraft within the 

current sector. If such a condition was true then those aircraft pairs were considered a mitigation 

set and needed to be automatically resolved. The mitigation was to try and ensure that no aircraft 

comes within 5 nautical miles in the future, which is considered a conflict. 
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Figure 19. Closed loop trajectory generation process overview 

 

To ensure this, three types of resolutions were imparted in the given order: heading resolutions, 

vertical resolutions, and then speed resolutions. The heading resolution was to vary the aircraft 

heading in increments of 10 degrees in both the clockwise and anticlockwise directions until a 

maximum of 60 degree deviation was reached. Upon varying the heading the entry aircraft would 

fly for a given period of time before recovering back to the initially intended path such that the 

overall delay was tested for one, two and, three minutes. As soon as one of the heading resolutions 

were found to be successful at preventing a near future conflict, the arrival aircraft’s entire 

trajectory was updated and the mitigation search process proceeded on to the next arrival aircraft. 

If one of the heading resolutions were not successful then the resolution process went on to check 

altitude resolutions. The altitude of the aircraft was varied by 1000ft upward and downward from 

the original position such that the dwell time was either five or ten minutes. Similarly, if the altitude 

resolution was not successful the speed of the aircraft was increased in the range 10 to 30 knots in 

increments of 10 knots. However in doing so the aircraft speed was not allowed to go below 400 

knots or above 500 knots. If none of these mitigation actions were successful, the resolution 

strategies were aborted and the processing of the next arrival aircraft began. The aircraft that was 

not resolved successfully was therefore allowed to go into conflict with no further actions and was 
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as a result captured in the calculations of overall performance. The updated trajectories defines the 

closed loop trajectories. 

The closed-loop trajectories were used to compute all the performance measures except 

one. For the number of conflicts occurring, this was incrementally summed as each aircraft arrived 

to the sector. The aircraft was compared with others to see whether it was within 5 nautical miles 

of any other aircraft. Each aircraft that arrived that was going to be in conflict with another aircraft 

at any point in time was marked as a conflict aircraft. All these conflict aircrafts were summed and 

then divided by the total number of possible aircraft pairs to get the probability of a conflict. 

Similarly, for each conflict that occurred, it was marked if that aircraft was in conflict with more 

than one aircraft and that was determined to be a secondary conflict aircraft. To determine the 

likelihood of a secondary conflict aircraft this number was divided by the total number of aircraft 

that passed through the sector in the given period of time. To compute the average time in conflict, 

time each aircraft conflict pair was expected to be in conflict was summed and then divided by the 

total number of aircraft conflict pairs. Finally, the likelihood of successfully mitigating an aircraft 

pair such that it is not within conflict in the future was determined as the mitigation process was 

occurring. It was calculated as the number of aircraft successfully mitigated divided by the total 

number of aircraft that had to be mitigated. 

Once each of the performance measures were calculated for the current design 

configuration, they were inputted into the matrix of computed performance with corresponding 

design configuration row corresponding to the current design configuration index. 

Method: Best-Subset Regression through Cross-Validation 

Using the Grand Matrix created as part of the simulation, regression analyses supported by 

cross-validation were conducted to determine whether functional relationships could be found 

between the observed values of performance and the various design aspect configurations. The 

general modeling process was as follows. Firstly, the Grand Matrix was imported into Minitab. 

Secondly, correlation analyses were done on the independent variables, i.e.  1,2,...,8g
X , to see if any 

could be excluded from individual regression models. Thirdly, main effect plots were generated 

for each design aspect. Fourthly, each main effect plot was used to determine the highest order 

polynomial of  1,2,3,4,7,8g
X to be included in the model selection process. For instance, one major 
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bends suggest a squared term should be included, two major bends suggest a cubed term should 

be included, and so on; this does not apply to the categorical design aspects  5,6g
X . Fifthly, the 

Grand Matrix was then imported into SAS, and a k=5 folds cross validation was conducted 

including all noted main effects along with all possible two-way interactions of the main effects. 

For the cross validation, 70% of Grand Matrix data were randomly used to train the models 

whereas the remaining 30% were used to test the predictive power of the trained models. In the 

cross-validation procedure, a step-wise regression was conducted at alpha = 0.05 and an inclusion 

and exclusion probability of 0.15. The Schwarz Bayesian Criterion (SBC) was used for model 

selection during the stepwise regression process. The SBC was chosen because it heavily penalizes 

for over-fitting given the number of models to choose from are restricted. Ideally, the SBC should 

be minimum. The Akaike information criterion (AIC) was also reported because it measures the 

relative quality of the model selected compared to all other models; the AIC should be minimum. 

Additionally, the R-squared adjusted was reported as it increases if new parameters added to the 

model improve the overall fit by less than probable chance; the R-squared adjusted should be 

maximum. Sixthly, once the best subset of parameters was determined for modeling  1,2,3,4,5,6f
Y  

regression analyses were ran in Minitab using 100% of the Grand Matrix to fit the best-subset 

models previously determined in SAS. In running the regressions in Minitab an optimal lambda 

transformation was applied to ensure the residuals were a normal as could be. Note that for optimal 

transformations an arbitrarily small value of 1E-6 was added to  1,2,3,4,5,6f
Y so as to ensure all 

values were greater than zero. Also, note that the regression analyses were conducted at a 

significance level of 0.05  . Seventhly, if in running the regression a parameter was determined 

to not to be significant, it was excluded and the regression was re-ran. This process was done as 

many times necessary. Finally, after obtaining the best subsets model, diagnostics were done to 

ensure there were no reasonable departures from regression modeling assumptions.  

Results, Discussion, and Conclusion: Best-Subset Regression through Cross-Validation 

A Pearson’s correlation matrix of  1,2,...,8g
X  is shown in Figure 20. It was determined that

 4,7g
X , i.e. number of airways and total number of air way crossings, were highly correlated. Also,

 2,8g
X , i.e. sector area and mean length of airways within a sector, were highly correlated. This 
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result implied that in performing the regression modeling, one of the highly correlated design 

aspects for each pair, i.e.  4,7g
X  and  2,8g

X , could be removed from the model’s main effects.   

 
Figure 20. Design aspect correlation matrix 

 

 
Figure 21. Main effect trends 

 

Figure 21 summaries the main effects for  1,2,3,4,5,6f
Y vs.  1,2,...,8g

X  by showing only the normalized 

trends. In Figure 21, the design configurations increase in their levels moving from left-to-right on 
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x-axis for each subplot; the normalized performance aspects values increase moving from bottom-

to-top on the y-axis for each subplot. For the individual main effect plots see Appendix D. The 

trends of the main effect plots suggests a few things. In modeling  1,2,3,4,5f
Y  all design aspects 

were considered except  2,7g
X ; additionally, the highest polynomial set for modeling these 

aspects of performance was 2 3

1 3 4 5 6 8
, , , , ,  X X X X X X . In modeling 6Y  all design aspects were 

considered except  2,4g
X ; and the highest polynomial sets for modeling this aspect of performance 

was 3 3

1 3 5 6 7 8
, , , , ,  X X X X X X . Recall that  5,6g

X  are categorical variables and therefore the thinking 

of polynomial order did not apply, rather each categorical level seemed to have large main effects 

hence they were included in the best subset model selection for all aspects of performance. 

 Upon running the best subsets model selection with 5-folds cross validation in SAS the 

best subsets are shown in Table 8 along with the number of effects and parameters in those models 

after the final model selection step. Figure 22 shows the evolution of the model selection criteria 

and Figure 23 shows the evolution of the cross validation quality via the average squared errors. 

For the subset of models selected AIC and BIC are minimum and R-square adjusted is maximum. 

Cross validation results showed the trained dataset predicted the validation dataset with small 

overall errors in all model cases. 

Table 8. Best subset for each aspect of performance after cross-validation 

fY  Model Parameters 
Final 

Step 

#Effects 

#Parameters 

1Y  
Intercept, X1, X3, X1*X3, X4, X1*X4, X3*X4, X5, X1*X5, X6, 

X1*X6, X3*X6, X4*X6, X8, X1*X8, X3*X8, X4*X8, X8*X6, 

X8*X8, X8*X8*X8, X4*X4 

20 
21 

35 

2Y  
Intercept, X1, X3, X1*X3, X4, X3*X4, X5, X6, X1*X6, X3*X6, 

X4*X6, X8, X1*X8, X3*X8, X4*X8, X8*X6, X8*X8, 

X8*X8*X8, X4*X4 

18 
19 

31 

3Y  
Intercept, X1, X3, X1*X3, X4, X1*X4, X3*X4, X5, X1*X5, X6, 

X1*X6, X3*X6, X4*X6, X8, X1*X8, X3*X8, X8*X6, X8*X8, 

X8*X8*X8, X3*X3, X4*X4 

20 
21 

35 

4Y  
Intercept, X1, X3, X1*X3, X4, X1*X4, X3*X4, X5, X6, X1*X6, 

X3*X6, X4*X6, X8, X1*X8, X3*X8, X4*X8, X8*X6, X8*X8, 

X8*X8*X8, X4*X4 

19 
20 

32 

5Y  
Intercept, X1, X4, X5, X6, X1*X6, X4*X6, X8, X1*X8, X4*X8, 

X8*X6, X8*X8, X8*X8*X8, X4*X4 
13 

14 

24 

6Y  
Intercept, X1, X3, X7, X3*X7, X6, X1*X6, X7*X6, X8, X7*X8, 

X8*X6, X8*X8, X8*X8*X8, X7*X7, X7*X7*X7 
14 

15 

23 
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Figure 22. Criteria progression of R2, AIC, and SBC at each model build step
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Figure 23.  Average square error of test and validation data at each model build step 
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Upon selecting the best subset regression models through the analyses conducted in SAS, 

regression analyses were redone in Minitab using the full dataset to fit the final models. The results 

for these regression analyses were presented in Appendix D; however the key takeaways were as 

follows. The final models are shown in Table 9. Note that for the Y1, Y3 and Y4 models,  the 

insignificant interactions X4*X8, X1*X5 and X4*X8 at 0.05   were respectively removed with 

no noticeable effect to R-squared adjusted; see Appendix D for further details.  Note that to not 

deviate too far from the normality assumption of the residuals, each regression had an optimal 

lambda transformation. Also, note that in some figures you may see an “a” next to the dependent 

variable, e.g. aY1, aY2, and so on; the “a” represented a negligibly small value of 0.00001 was 

added to each dependent variable outcome to ensure zero was not a response, and therefore allow 

for optimal lambda transformations to be performed.  Given the models output from Minitab it 

was important to ensure the regression models could be kept in its general form. To do the latter 

the mathematical operations shown in Table 9 were applied. To further ensure the outputs from 

these models were sensible, additional operations were performed. For  2,4,6f
Y the values were 

restricted to  0,1 ; for values less than 0 the output is 0; and for values more than 1 the output is 1.  

Regression diagnostics were then performed. Firstly, the regression was a linear one since 

the parameters were expressed in a linear form. Secondly, the mean about the residuals was zero 

and the least squares approach was automatically applied in Minitab. Thirdly, there was no auto 

correlation as the dependent variable were not time series and were not dependent on previous 

values. Fourthly, from the four-in-one plots shown in Table 9 the residual pattern was almost flat 

and points looked randomly distributed; there were no distinct patters hence the variance was 

considered to be fairly equal. Fifthly, the number of observations were greater than the number of 

parameters. Sixthly, the variability for  1,2,...,8g
X was positive as a variety of configurations were 

tested. Seventhly, with respect to normality of the residuals because the dataset was large, i.e. 

50000 data points, it was misleadingly easy to detect significant departures from normality. Rather, 

the normality check was done looking at the histograms in the four-in-one plots in Table 9. All 

distributions were roughly normal looking but had some noticeable long tails. For the purpose of 

this regression analysis the latter situation was not considered to be problematic. Lastly, 

multiconlinearity was not an issue because based on tables shown in Appendix D variance inflation 

is due to the addition of the higher order polynomial terms in the model and categorical variables.   
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Table 9. Best-subset regression results after remedial actions 

ˆ
fY  P-value 2

R  Diagnostics Plots 

 
1

0.399817
1,1 1,1

ˆ ˆ1     ; sgn 1 * aY1    aY aYY Y  

0.000 83.52 

 

 

 
1

0.473193
1,2 1,2

ˆ ˆ2     ; sgn 2 * aY2    aY aYY Y  

0.000 70.01 

 

 
1

0.359307
1,3 1,3

ˆ ˆ3     ; sgn 3 * aY3    aY aYY Y  

0.000 68.91 
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Table 9. Best-subset regression results after remedial actions 

ˆ
fY  P-value 2

R  Diagnostics Plots 

 
1

0.415658
1,4 1,4

ˆ ˆ4     ; sgn 4 * aY4    aY aYY Y  

0.000 63.51 

 

 
1

0.652714
1,5 1,5

ˆ ˆ5     ; sgn 5 * aY5    aY aYY Y  

0.000 50.13 

 

 
1

0.666169
1,6 1,6

ˆ ˆ6     ; sgn 6 * aY6    aY aYY Y  

0.000 41.32 
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To this end, there was only one best-subset regression model chosen for each aspect of 

performance, hence using the definition of Equ.5, the 1 x 6  combination matrix, i.e. special case 

vector, of models used to express the entire performance aspect vector set Ŷ  is:  

 

  1 1,1 1,2 1,3 1,4 1,5 1,6
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ, , , , ,    

   
Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y  (21) 

 

Where each ,
ˆ

f hY is defined in Table 9. I will now move on to another question. 

Weights of Importance for Performance Aspects 

Method: Approximate Weighting 

It was determined that after conducting the first stakeholder survey which the earlier 

question of “what aspects of performance to look at” it would be time consuming to conduct 

another such survey for the purpose of soliciting weights of importance for the selected aspects of 

performance, i.e.  1,2,3,4,5,6f
Y . Additionally, a stakeholder survey seems more likely than not to 

give meaningless results. The latter was based on the fact that in the first survey conducted, 

example NAS stakeholders could not even distinguish between whether a given conflict related 

measure was an input or output; this motivates the thought that it is even more unlikely that the 

stakeholders would be able to carry out the more specific task of assigning weights of importance 

for the individual aspects of performance. Also, there was the reality that we possibly care about 

each aspect of performance equally. As a result, one way to approach the consideration of 

performance aspect weights was to test a few types of weights. Four of the many weight 

approximation techniques covered in Ahn (2011); and Roszkowska (2013) were explored for this 

purpose: equal-weights (EW), rank sum (RS), rank reciprocal (RR), and rank order centroid 

(ROC). Computing these weights required first establishing the ranks corresponding to each 

individual aspect of performance, i.e. fr where the entire set of these ranks is denoted by  .  To 

do the latter a simple though experiment was conducted. The definitions for the four approximate 

weighting techniques were as follows: 
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 (25) 

Results, Discussion, and Conclusion: Approximate Weighting 

The following thought experiment was used to establish the performance rank set  . 

Firstly,  1,2,3,4,5f
Y   are only relevant when aircraft pair conflicts actually occur therefore

 6 1,2,3,4,5fr r . Secondly, an aircraft in conflict with one aircraft needs to occur before it can be in 

conflict with multiple aircraft, hence, 2 4r r  and 1 2r r . However, because no distinction can be 

made between whether a probability value is more important than a count value, we have to accept 

that 1 3r r and 2 4r r . Finally, 5y is defined only if fy is defined for any  1,2,3,4f . Through 

this logic, it follows that the rank set was given by: 

   2,2,4,6,1            (26) 

Now, using the definitions provided via Equ.22 – Equ.25, given 6m , the approximate weights 

used within the context of the framework are given in Table 10. Using the definition of Equ.6 from 

the framework abstraction, the 4 x 6 performance weight matrix, W  was defined such that:  

  

1 1 1 1 1 1

6 6 6 6 6 6

5 5 3 3 1 6

23 23 23 23 23 23

6 6 3 3 2 12

32 32 32 32 32 32

144 144 59 59 20 294

720 720 720 720 720 720

 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 

W  (27) 
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Table 10. Approximate weights corresponding to individual aspects of performance  

Individual Aspect of Performance fY  

Rank 

fr  

Weights of Importance 

EW 

1, f  

RS 

2, f  

RR 

3, f  

ROC 

4, f  

Total number of aircraft pair conflict 

occurrences 1Y  2 1/6 5/23 6/32 144/720 

Probability of aircraft pair conflict 

occurrences 2Y  2 1/6 5/23 6/32 144/720 

Total number of multiple aircraft pair 

conflict occurrences  3Y  4 1/6 3/23 3/32 59/720 

Probability of multiple aircraft pair 

conflict occurrences 4Y  4 1/6 3/23 3/32 59/720 

Mean time an aircraft pair remains in 

conflict 5Y  6 1/6 1/23 2/32 20/720 

Probability of success of a potential 

aircraft pair conflict resolution through 

mitigation 
6Y  1 1/6 6/23 12/32 294/720 

 

Constraints on Performance Measure Outcomes 

Method and Results: Literature Search 

Information on bounds for the aspects of performance are is readily available. In cases 

where no bounds could be found in the literature, the bounds would be the entire possible rage of 

values for the specific performance measure. A study was done by Hemm, et al. (2012) where five 

weeks of historical enhanced traffic management aircraft track data were collected across 12 

enroute sectors, probabilities of conflict occurrence were determined to be 0.0051, 0.002, and 

0.0012 under high, medium and low task load conditions, respectively. The worst case bound is 

defined by the worst case scenario (i.e. 0.0051). If traffic levels were tripled these bounds are 

assumed to roughly triple if no additional considerations were made. Referencing (Hemm et al., 

2012) once more, conflict response time distributions are shown in “Figure 8”. The highest 

response time to an aircraft-pair conflict situation shown on the graph is 250 seconds.  
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Discussion and Conclusion: Literature Search  

For the likelihood of successfully mitigating an aircraft pair expected to be in conflict in 

the near future a coin-toss worst case probability was assumed, i.e. 0.5. Now, the bounds 

corresponding to the aspects of performance were defined using the definition of Equ.3 from the 

framework such that the 8 x 2  matrix of performance bounds, Y
Z is:  
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Sector Design Problem Definition 

Within the context of the framework the latter activities conducted have allowed for a 

specific instance of the generalizable m-n-p-q sector design problem to be defined. Recall, six 

aspects of performance were generated, hence 6m . Recall, eight aspects of performance were 

generated, hence 8n . Recall, only one regression model was selected for each individual aspect 

of performance, hence 1p . Finally, recall that four different types of weights were generated 

for the various aspects of performance, hence 1q . Therefore, it can be now stated that the 

specific instance of the generalizable problem which we are dealing with is a 6-8-1-4 problem. To 

now try to get at solutions for solving this problem the decision variable was formulated. 

Formulate the Decision Variable 

Using Equ.8 as part of the proposed framework Equ.29 was established. The components 

 1,
ˆmin fY  and  1,

ˆmax fY  were determined through MATLAB’s nonlinear constrained 

minimization optimizer, i.e. fmincon. The fmincon optimizer utilized a gradient search that 

requires the objectives and constraints to be continuous Nocedal & Wright (2006). Therefore, to 

handle the non-continuous inputs, the optimizer was looped through the entire solution space for 
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each of those variables. Upon running the optimizer, the minimum and maximum values for

 1, 1,2,...,6
ˆ

f
Y  represented as corresponding vectors were  0,0,0,0,87.9427,0  and

 71,0.0330,44,0.3170,333.4281,1 , respectively. Upon obtaining these values, Equ.10 of the 

framework abstraction was applied with inputs form Equ.27 and Equ.29 to set up the 1 x 4

normalized-weighted-summed-loss-function matrix denoted by 1Y . To this end, there was a clear 

path for computing the decision variable for approach the 6-8-1-4 sector design problem instance. 
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Recommendations for the 6-8-1-4 Sector Design Problem Instance 

Method and Results: Sensitivity Analysis 

A sensitivity analysis of the normalized-weighted-summed-modeled-loss function was 

done in MATLAB 2013a. To perform the sensitivity analysis configurations were defined for each 

design aspect, i.e.  1,2,...,8g
X , as shown in Table 12. The total number of combination for of these 

configurations was 2,000,000. The goal was to see general trends in the decision variable as a 

function of the individual design aspects.  Only the ROC performance loss was shown here for the 

purpose of the demonstration. The other scores, i.e. EW, RS, and RR are shown in Appendix E, 

along with 3-D surface plots for ROC performance loss versus each pairwise combination of 

design factors to gauge interaction effects.  The trends from the sensitivity analysis is shown in 

Figures 24-30. In discussing the different graphs of the sensitivity analyses the following elements 

were covered: the variability of the composite performance loss; the mean performance loss; the 

shape/rate of increase/decrease of performance loss; practical differences of performance loss 

between surface design configurations; design heuristic recommendations; cost of design aspect 

consideration; and comments on whether the results are intuitive or counterintuitive.  
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Table 11. Sensitivity analyses configurations for the various design aspects 

gX  Design Configurations Units 

1X   0.0333,0.0417,0.0500,0.0583,0.0667  aircraft per second 

2X   0.8,1.1,1.4,1.7,2.0  degrees squared 

3X   15,17.5,20,22.5,25  nautical miles 

4X   3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12  airways 

5X       1,2,3,4 500 500,475,450,450 0,25,50,75 I  knots 

6X       1,2,3,4 250,270,290,330 240 10,30,50,90 I  flight level (time 1000feet) 

7X   0,6,12,17,23,29,35,40,46,52  crossings 

8X   15,27,39,51,63,76,88,100,112,124  nautical miles 

 

Due to the large sample size, almost all between level performance loss differences are 

statistically significant at  with the exception of the number of airways equal to 11 and 

12.  See Appendix E for between group comparison details. In this case, practical significance is 

more important and was established as10% of the total  0,1 interval, i.e. 0.1. In the boxplots to 

follow you’ll notice many of them have distinct heavy tail characteristics, which are a result of a 

few design configurations accelerated the level of performance loss, e.g. high arrival rates and few 

flight levels. Additionally, you will notice that the heavy tail behavior is only at the high 

performance loss end, and this is because performance loss was restricted on a  0,1  scale. 

Therefore, any performance loss less than 0, which is impractical, builds up the better performance 

bins for the box plots and results in a positive skew of the performance loss distribution. 

The boxplots in Figure 24 show that the increase in aircraft arrival rates result in an increase 

in composite performance loss. The mean composite performance loss increases and so does the 

minimum and maximum possible performance loss with an increase in aircraft arrival rate. These 

increases in composite performance loss are expected at a power greater than one. As the arrival 

rate increases, the variability of composite performance loss increases; however, this is primarily 

due to the worse loss rate cross referenced by the positive skewness of the composite performance 

loss distribution, i.e. the mean composite performance loss is greater than the median composite 

performance loss for each surface configuration on the graph, and this difference gets larger with 

an increase in aircraft arrival rate. The matrix in Figure 24 showing the differences in composite 
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performance loss as shows that going from an aircraft arrival rate of 0.0333 up to 0.05 aircraft per 

second has no practical difference in composite performance loss; but going from 0.0333 to 0.0583 

and above or going from 0.0417 to 0.0667 aircraft per second results in practical composite 

performance loss. No other practical differences were observed. It seemed like an increase of the 

aircraft arrival rate of about 70% was needed to see a practical composite performance loss 

difference; this percentage seemed to drop as the aircraft arrival rates being compared increased.

 

Figure 24. ROC composite performance versus arrival rate  

 

The boxplot and differences matrix of composite performance loss as a function of sector 

area was not shown because it is a redundant feature and not a component of the loss function, 
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which would result in a boxplot having exactly the same features and values across each sector 

area level, and as a result the difference matrix would result in all zero values which is not 

meaningful. 

 
Figure 25. ROC composite performance versus centrality radius 

 

The boxplot in Figure 25 is not too eventful. As airway centrality decreases the mean 

composite performance loss tends to also decrease but at a very shallow rate. It only appears that 

as the centrality decreases there are lower extreme composite performance losses observed.  The 

matrix in Figure 26 reveals that practical differences for composite performance loss were not 

observed on average as airway centrality decreased.  
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Figure 26. ROC composite performance versus total number of airways 

 

The boxplot in Figure 26 is also not too eventful. The only noticeable interesting 

characteristic of this graph is that as the number of airways increase the lower the extreme 

composite performance loss; however this effect rapidly approaches a steady level after about five 

airways. The mean composite performance remains roughly unchanged with an increase in the 

number of airways and no practical differences in composite performance loss are observed. 
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Figure 27. ROC composite performance versus uniform aircraft airspeed variation 

 

The boxplot in Figure 27 shows that the as uniform variability in aircraft speed increases 

there are slightly higher extreme composite performance scores observed; however, the mean 

composite performance score remains practically unchanged, as seen in the differences matrix. 

This is actually an interesting result because it is natural to think that the more aircraft speeds are 

varying in a sector the greater the potential for risk; this may be true from a workload perspective 

but from a performance-based perspective in the context of this problem the consideration of 

uniform aircraft speed variability is a bit irrelevant.  
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Figure 28. ROC composite performance versus uniform aircraft flight level variation 

 

The boxplot in Figure 28 is an interesting one. It shows that as uniform aircraft flight level 

variation increases from the utilization of one east and west altitude block to utilizing two east and 

west altitude blocks mean composite performance loss is large; and practical based on the 

differences matrix. Additionally, the variability of composite performance scores increase 

drastically when two east-west flight level blocks are used instead of one. If we now decide to 

utilize three east-west altitude blocks instead of two the composite performance loss jumps back 

down, although not practical yet. The composite performance loss drops even further when 

utilizing four east-west flight level blocks instead of two; this difference is practically significant.  
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Figure 29. ROC composite performance versus total airway crossings 

 

Now if four east-west flight level blocks instead of three were utilize the composite performance 

loss is not practically different. This result suggests that utilizing a single flight level or as many 

as possible flights is preferred over utilizing a few flight levels. This results seems to be a cross 

validation for what is currently done in real world operations, i.e. we utilize as many flight levels. 

The boxplot in Figure 29 shows small increases to mean composite performance as the number of 

airway crossings increase, which is counter-intuitive; however, these improvement are not 

practical if we look at the differences matrix.  
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Figure 30. ROC composite performance versus average airway length 

 

 Finally, the boxplot in Figure 30 is very interesting.  There is a third order relationship 

between the mean composite performance loss and average airway length. If a sector on average 

has really short airways then the composite performance loss is small; this was probably due to the 

sole fact that the aircraft are in the sector for much shorter periods of time. So really long airways 

on average result in large composite performance loss. There seemed to be practical sweet spot 

somewhere between average airway lengths of 63 to 100 nautical miles, i.e. performance loss is 

not lowest however it is relatively low and does not practically vary. Looking at the composite 
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performance score differences matrix we observe that if airways are above 39 nautical miles in 

average length then practically speaking, there is no reasonable deficit in mean overall 

performance all the way up to an average airway length of 100 nautical miles. 

Method and Results: Constrained Optimization 

 The fmincon non-linear constrained optimizer in MATLAB was used to get at optimal 

sector design configurations. In this case the decision variable was subjected to the 2 x 6  

performance bounds matrix. The results from the optimization are shown in Table 12.  

 

Table 12. Example Sector Design Optimization 

Weight X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 Ŷ1 Ŷ2 Ŷ3 Ŷ4 Ŷ5 Ŷ6 Yscore 

EW 0.0333 0.8 25 11 0 10 52 15* 0 0.0012 0 0 91.4092 0.7075 0.0570 

RS 0.0333 0.8 25 12 0 90 52 15* 0 0.0017 0 0 109.3432 0.7848 0.0708 

RR 0.0333 0.8 25 12 0 90 52 15* 0 0.0017 0 0 109.3432 0.7848 0.0956 

ROC 0.0333 0.8 25 12 0 90 52 15* 0 0.0017 0 0 109.3432 0.7848 0.1003 

 

Firstly, for all weight types except EW the best design configuration is slightly different. Secondly; 

sectors with small areas, low airway centrality, many airways, no uniform aircraft speed 

variability, high uniform aircraft flight level variability, many airway crossings, and short airway 

lengths generally have the lowest performance loss. Thirdly, the ROC weighting is most 

conservative and gives the highest minimum composite performance loss while the EW weighting 

seems to be least conservative and gives the lowest minimum composite performance loss. 

Conclusion: Sensitivity Analysis and Constrained Optimization 

Firstly, aircraft arrival rate was an important consideration in the design of sectors in the 

context of the 6-8-1-4 problem instance. Arrival rate considerations may be made through changes 

to control strategies, and rules and regulations surrounding enroute sector operations. The cost for 

controlling aircraft arrival rates when the rates are high, e.g. greater than three aircraft per minute, 

may be high but the benefits of absorbing this cost are expected to be greater considering the 

drastic rate at which composite performance loss can increase as the rate of aircraft arrival rate 

increases. Secondly, the area of the sector is not a consideration to practically make from a 

performance driven standpoint. Thirdly, the closeness at which airways cross or parallel each other 
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towards the centroid/center of the sector is not a consideration to practically make from a 

performance driven standpoint. Fourthly, the number of airways through a sector should be kept 

to about a minimum of four to five; the cost for making such a consideration is expected to minimal 

due to the complex airway structures that traverse sectors in general. Fifthly, the uniform 

variability of aircraft speed is not a practical design consideration; it would definitely be an 

expensive management consideration and should not be factored in the problem solution. Sixthly, 

the uniform variability of aircraft flight levels is a very important consideration; it is practically 

recommended to utilizing the entire definition of the airspace if possible to spread out aircraft, so 

that means utilize all major flight level blocks. Seventhly, the total number of airway crossings is 

not a practical consideration. Eighthly, in the context of this problem definition it seems reasonable 

to design sectors such that the average airway length is in that sweet spot of around 63 to 100 

nautical miles in average length. Trying to position sectors so that the average airway length is 

really small might not be worth the cost. Most importantly, do not make sectors such that their 

average airway length is very long, i.e. greater than 100 nautical miles. Lastly, through 

optimization of all possible design configurations the only overlapping practical design 

recommendation additionally motivated was to use a many flight levels possible. This suggest that 

optimality is not necessarily ideal in the design of sectors; rather, long run averages and practical 

decisions that lead to better cost benefit tradeoffs. The recommendation is to pay close attention 

to the heuristic guidelines with one exception. That exception is when there are a few conflicting 

design configurations and an assessment is needed for determining which configuration is best 

while supposedly meeting underlying levels of performance.  

Chapter Summary 

Chapter three highlighted a full walkthrough and demonstration of the performance-based 

framework for a guiding enroute air traffic control sector design for a specific problem instance.  

The first activity was the determination of the performance aspects. A stakeholder survey was 

conducted to do the latter and the performance aspects considered as part of this problem were: 

the total number of aircraft-pair conflicts; the likelihood of an aircraft pair conflict; the total 

number of multiple aircraft pair conflicts; the likelihood of multiple-aircraft pair conflicts when a 

conflict has occurred; the average time an aircraft remains in conflict, and likelihood of a 
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successful automated mitigation action to prevent predicted near-future conflicts. The second 

activity was the determination of design aspects assumed to possibly influence the aspects of 

performance selected. A quick and dirty literature search was conducted to do the latter and the 

design aspects considered were: the aircraft arrival rate, the area of the sector, the centrality of 

airways based on centroid radius measure, the total number of airways, the uniform aircraft speed 

variation, the uniform aircraft flight level variation, the total number of airway crossings, and the 

average length of the airways. The third activity was the determination of bounds for the design 

aspects. A quick and dirty literature search along with a few sensitivity analyses were conducted 

to do the latter. The fourth activity was to determine whether functional relationships could be 

uncovered between the aspects of performance and design. A simulation was first done in 

MATLAB to generate observed values of performance by modeling individual sector operations 

under various design aspect configurations; there were 50000 observations. After which, 

regression analyses accompanied by 5-folds cross validation showed that reasonable models could 

be determined given the large number of parameters under consideration. The fifth activity was 

determining weights of importance for the different aspects of performance through approximating 

weighting techniques. The sixth activity was determining realistic constraints on the aspects of 

performance. The latter was done through a quick and dirty literature search; however, much of 

this information was lacking. The seventh activity was to formally specify the instance of the 

problem under consideration. The problem instance was defined as 6-8-1-4 because there were six 

aspects of performance under consideration, eight design aspects, one combination of best subset 

models for predicting all aspects of performance as a function of design, and four difference types 

of weights to consider.  The eight activity was the formulation of the decision variable defined 

within the context of the framework. Finally, the last activity showcased the use of this decision 

variable to get at recommendations for the specific instance of the sector design problem. Note 

however that the recommendations are purely demonstrational rather than prescriptive as the 

purpose of this work was to emphasize more the approach to motivating sector design choices. 

The decision variable was able to give quick and easy insight into the types of actions that would 

be worth the cost versus those that wouldn’t be worth the cost. The decision variable is best suited 

for general heuristics in motivating design. When used in the optimal sense the decision variable 

would be misleading unless the goal is to compare a few competing or candidate design 

configurations, rather than an entire distribution of design configurations.  
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CONCLUSIONS  

The problem looked in this research was how to frame the design of enroute air traffic 

control sectors such that they result in specific levels of performance we potentially care about. 

The term design was used to capture considerations surrounding the airspace, air traffic, controller, 

and technology related factors. It was surprising to note that sector design has been driven in an 

artistic way through methods that revolve around observing the human operator perform their job 

and understanding what works and what doesn’t through much trial and error. Many of the methods 

for influencing design in air traffic control are centered on fairly subjective notions like workload. 

In the end we truly care about the resulting performance as a function of the system, i.e. the sectors, 

operating. If the argument is made that this is not the only thing we truly care about, it can easily 

be rebutted that it is an important question nevertheless, which has not been addressed in the past. 

 To motivate enroute air traffic sector design in a way that was objective, systematic, 

repeatable, and gets at performance, rather than workload, which is subjective, a framework was 

proposed. The framework encompasses a set of natural questions that surround the performance-

based sector design problem, i.e.: what are the aspects of performance we care about (Q1); what 

aspects of design would we look at (Q2); are the design aspects bounded in any realistic way (Q3); 

are can functional models be found between performance and design (Q1); do the aspects of 

performance have different weights of importance; and (Q6) are the aspects of performance 

operationally restricted.  The framework suggested example methods for approaching each of these 

questions. Note that these questions served to set up a basis for deriving an overall measure 

representative of expected performance, which would then be used to drive considerations 

surrounding the framed sector design problem.  

 In addressing Q1, it was determined that measures relating to conflicts were of key 

importance to example stakeholders of the national airspace system; however, how these conflict 

measures are initially probed can be up to the researchers. In addressing Q2 we could turn to the 

literature to initially probe how design influences risk related measures. In addressing Q3 

information needed to be more readily available on the acceptable ranges of considerations 

surround design. Instances where such ranges were not known could be motivated through 

sensitivity analyses. In addressing Q4 we could take advantage of the fact that there are many 
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fairly objective aspects of performance and also design and probe the functional relationships 

between the two through simulation and modeling analyses. Computing to date makes it 

convenient to perform very complex simulation and modeling analyses as the ones conducted as 

part of this research. This was a key step and advantage in using the proposed framework. In 

addressing Q5, it was immediately realized that we have many methods at our disposal for 

establishing approximate weights for the performance aspects we are interested in investigating. 

In addressing Q6, it was determined that this would be very hard, stakeholder input or a future 

mechanism for noting acceptable levels of performance would be necessary. 

 A mathematical abstraction was presented for framing the information we would obtain 

from the six questions asked, and how to use the obtained information to establish an objective 

decision variable, i.e. our overall measure of expected of performance, which was a normalized-

weighted-sum loss function. The symbols allowed for a generalizable way of framing the 

performance-based sector design problem.  

A specific instance of the newly framed performance-based sector design problem was 

demonstrated in the context of the framework. The demonstration was not to serve as a prescription 

of how to design sectors, rather it was to show that the framework was useful and if we were really 

interested in making real-world recommendations for sector design we could scale-up the design 

problem within the context of the framework and go through this process as many times necessary. 

Through such a systematic process we would eventually be able to flesh out better motivated 

considerations surrounding sector design.  

 The results from the demonstration of the framework allowed for easy interpretations. The 

decision variable was useful in capturing all aspects of underlying performance we care about and 

their cardinal objectives. Through sensitivity analyses we saw which design considerations were 

practically different in influencing the underlying aspects of performance. Furthermore, an 

optimization of the decision variable showed that if we had a set of competing set of design 

configurations, which would be the best or better choice. The optimization is relevant if we truly 

care about restricting underlying specifics of performance.  Finally, we could look at the results of 

the optimization to see if they are useful by comparing it to the results of the sensitivity analysis. 

Overall, the research shed new light on how to motivate design choices in air traffic control, 

specifically, enroute sector design. The results are very promising, however there are many things 

we can continuously improve upon.  This brings us to the limitations and future work section.
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LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK                                

 A survey was conducted to get at aspects of performance to look at. Literature searches 

were conducted to get at design aspects assumed to affect the performance aspects, and also some 

of the bounds on both performance and design. It seemed like it would be difficult from a subset 

of stakeholders which performance measures are most important in enroute air traffic management. 

There were many possible aspects of performance to probe and expressing a preference for one 

measure over another could be a problematic thing for people to do on a small scale. Much of this 

information needs to be visualized from a larger survey dataset. Similarly, it was not apparent from 

the literature whether the bounds on design and performance are readily available. Future work 

needs to collect such information over time and store it in a repository. The repository should be 

open source and capture key air traffic control information on measures explored and measure 

characteristics. The repository can grow quickly through tasked and directed research efforts as 

well as slowly through the addition of information from less directed efforts. 

A simulation was conducted to mimic aircraft flying in-through-and-out individual sectors 

to capture specific risk performance dynamics. A few modeling assumptions could be improved 

with respect to how sectors and airways are generated. Multi-sector operations were not evaluated, 

which is a more practical evaluation that is needed. How aircraft were generated to fly through the 

sectors could be improved upon. The algorithm for automatically resolving aircraft conflict pairs 

could be improved upon because if it was unable to resolve a conflict, such conflict pairs were 

allowed to occur. Real world algorithms are much more complex than the latter and therefore 

improvements on conflict resolution logic are necessary. 

 The method for establishing functional relationships between aspects of performance and 

aspects of design was best-subset regression analyses guided by 5-folds cross validation. The 

regression diagnostics revealed heavy-tail behavior, which suggested extreme performance loss 

values were harder to predict. Future work on this modeling aspect can consider more complex 

ensemble regression models or other non-linear function fitting techniques. The generalizable 

sector design problem is a hard one. The specific problem instance established as part of this work 

is purely demonstrational rather than practical. If we really want to design enroute air traffic control 

sectors to get specific levels of performance levels from them, future work needs to focus on 
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finding out relationships between performance aspects and considerations surrounding design, i.e. 

air space, air traffic, controller, and technology factors. Many instances of the more general 

problem need to be established and further validation experiments should be conducted to 

understand whether the relationships we fit bear any truth in real world operations.  

Even upon understanding how individual sectors should be designed through 

understanding how design affects performance, we need to understand how to scale individual 

sector design up to the design of an entire center, which is a cluster of individual sectors within a 

larger defined boundary area. One approach that could be considered as part of future work to 

study the latter is simulation and constrained optimization. Firstly, a random cluster of sectors 

could be generated within some specified center boundary definition. How the sectors are initially 

generated may not be a main concern. Secondly, the random cluster of sectors defining the center 

will correspond to a set of mapped or underlying design aspects and levels based on airspace 

structure, expected air traffic dynamics associated with the structure, controller strategies for 

different traffic dynamic regions, if not the same strategies, and expected technologies use for 

different regions within the center boundary.  Assuming, we have a general understanding of how 

a wide variety of sector design aspects affect individual aspects of performance we would be able 

estimate an overall level of performance for each sector within cluster of sectors, and thus we can 

compute an average level of performance for the enter center. Thirdly, the generation of the sector 

clusters within the sector boundary, the estimation of individual sectors performance, and the 

estimation of an average overall performance for the center would be an iterative process. Fourthly, 

relevant optimization techniques could be implemented such that on each iteration the sector 

clusters generated within the defined center boundary converge to some overall level of acceptable 

performance if not the best performance, while considering constraints on design and performance 

for feasibility. Fifthly, the result would resemble a set of feasible performance-based options where 

for a given center boundary we would have a way to organize the sector divisions such that we 

know on average how one center design performs versus another. This process could also be 

adapted such that a small set of candidate center designs are manually chosen then compared 

versus randomly generated and then compared to become candidate.   

Something else to consider is how the proposed method would be adapted to next 

generation air traffic concepts like flexible GPS routing versus fixed routes, i.e. how would sectors 

be designed around this flexibility? The practical assumption is that sectors would not be designed 
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around flexible routes, rather sector design would accommodate flexibility on a post hoc basis. 

This means that future work can investigate the use of a recommender system where flexible routes 

are first entered into a live open loop trajectory database; the effects of adding these routes on 

expected sector level performance would then be modeled. If the effects do not cause performance 

to go above an expected level then the routes are accepted as is. Otherwise, a system would be 

required for generating alternative routes with minimal deviation from the planned route such that 

acceptable performance levels are not expected to be exceeded. The alternative routes could be 

either accepted or rejected by the requester. The feasibility and complexities of such a system 

would have to be explored in the future as the effects of many of the new next generation concepts 

on the actual system operation is unknown. 

Recall that the decision variable selected to get at recommendations to the performance-

based sector design problem was normalized-weighted-summed-modeled-loss function. Firstly, it 

does not say anything about the specific levels of underlying performance. Secondly, it does not 

guarantee that a lower composite performance score is representative of better overall performance 

where each underlying aspect of performance meets specific constraints; it just guarantees better 

overall performance. Thirdly, the composite performance score does not penalize or account for 

modeling uncertainty. New mechanisms could be incorporated into the formulation of the decision 

variable to account for the latter issues.  
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APPENDIX A. STAKEHOLDER SURVEY 
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APPENDIX B. SOLICITATION EMAIL FOR STAKEHOLDER SURVEY 
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APPENDIX C. SIMULATION MATLAB CODE  

The code provided in this section was not meant to be an end product used for distribution; it was 

an efficient means to an end and therefore detailed comments are lacking. The code is presented 

here to the convenience of you, the reader, so that you may follow the logic in depth if you so 

choose. All the researcher asks is that credit is given where necessary.   

function [airwayBearing1,airwayBearing2] = airwayBearing(long1,lat1,long2,lat2) 

% Coded by Julian Archer (2017) 

% Info taken directly from http://www.movable-type.co.uk/scripts/latlong.html 

% Conversions and Constants and Basic Calculations 

    long1 = long1 * (pi/180); % Convert degrees to radians 

    lat1 = lat1 * (pi/180); % Convert degrees to radians 

    long2 = long2 * (pi/180); % Convert degrees to radians 

    lat2 = lat2 * (pi/180); % Convert degrees to radians 

    dLat = lat2 - lat1; % change of latitude in radians 

    dLong = long2 - long1; % change of longitude in radians 

    meanLat = (lat1 + lat2)/2; % mean latitude in radians 

% Rhumb Line Bearing 

    airwayBearing1 = atan2(dLong,dLat./(cos(meanLat))); % Rhumb Bearing in radians [-pi:pi] 

    airwayBearing1 = airwayBearing1 * (180/pi); % Rhumb Bearing in degrees [-180:180] 

    airwayBearing1 = mod(airwayBearing1 + 360, 360); % Rhumb Bearing in degrees [0:360] 

    airwayBearing2 = mod(airwayBearing1+180,360); % Opposite Rhumb Bearing in degrees 

end 

 

function [airwayLength,avgLength] = airwayLength(long1,lat1,long2,lat2) 

% Coded by Julian Archer (2017) 

% Info taken directly from http://www.movable-type.co.uk/scripts/latlong.html 

% Conversions and Constants and Basic Calculations 

    long1 = long1 * (pi/180); % Convert degrees to radians 

    lat1 = lat1 * (pi/180); % Convert degrees to radians 

    long2 = long2 * (pi/180); % Convert degrees to radians 

    lat2 = lat2 * (pi/180); % Convert degrees to radians 

    dLat = lat2 - lat1; % change of latitude in radians 

    dLong = long2 - long1; % change of longitude in radians 

    meanLat = (lat1 + lat2)/2; % mean latitude in radians 

    R = 6371e3; % Radius of Earth in meters 

% Rhumb Line Distance 

    airwayLength = R * sqrt((dLat.^2)+((cos(meanLat).*dLong).^2)); % Rhumb Line Distance in 

meters 

    airwayLength = airwayLength/1852; % Convert Meters to NM 

    avgLength = mean(airwayLength); % Average airway length in NM 

end 
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function [routeParms, airwayLines, airwayXs, totalXs, avgLength,IP_Issues] = ... 

          airways(sectorCentroid,radiusDeg,count,sectorLong,sectorLat) 

% Coded by Julian Archer (2017) 

    airwaySeparation = 30; % Degree separation between airways 

    allBearings = 0:airwaySeparation:360-airwaySeparation; 

    airwayBearing1 = randsample(allBearings,count); 

    theta = airwayBearing1' + 90; % corresponding circle angle to get tangential airway heading 

    xtanPoint = sectorCentroid(1) + radiusDeg*sind(theta); % tangential x coordinate 

    ytanPoint = sectorCentroid(2) + radiusDeg*cosd(theta); % tangential y coordinate 

    mtan = -(xtanPoint - sectorCentroid(1))./(ytanPoint - sectorCentroid(2)); % tangent gradient 

    tanLineX1 = min(sectorLong)*ones(count,1); 

    tanLineY1 = mtan.*(tanLineX1-xtanPoint) + ytanPoint; 

    tanLineX2 = max(sectorLong)*ones(count,1); 

    tanLineY2 = mtan.*(tanLineX2-xtanPoint) + ytanPoint; 

    tanLineX = [tanLineX1, tanLineX2]; 

    tanLineY = [tanLineY1, tanLineY2]; 

 

    for indexc = 1:count 

        IP = InterX([sectorLong';sectorLat'],[tanLineX(indexc,:);tanLineY(indexc,:)]); 

        if isempty(IP) 

           tanLineY1(indexc) = min(sectorLat); 

           tanLineX1(indexc) = (tanLineY1(indexc)-ytanPoint(indexc))/(mtan(indexc)) + 

xtanPoint(indexc); 

           tanLineY2(indexc) = max(sectorLat); 

           tanLineX2(indexc) = (tanLineY2(indexc)-ytanPoint(indexc))/(mtan(indexc)) + 

xtanPoint(indexc); 

           tanLineX(indexc,:) = [tanLineX1(indexc), tanLineX2(indexc)]; 

           tanLineY(indexc,:) = [tanLineY1(indexc), tanLineY2(indexc)]; 

           IP = InterX([sectorLong';sectorLat'],[tanLineX(indexc,:);tanLineY(indexc,:)]); 

           IP_Issues = any(isempty(IP))*1; 

        else 

           IP_Issues = 0; 

        end 

        if IP_Issues == 0 

          airwayLines(1:2,3*indexc-2:3*indexc) = [[NaN;NaN],IP]; 

        else 

          airwayLines = []; 

          airwayXs = []; 

       end 

    end 

 

    % Find the set of possible airway routes with starting positions and bearings 

    if ~isempty(airwayLines) 

        long1 = airwayLines(1,2:3:length(airwayLines))'; % set of airway point 1 long 

        lat1 = airwayLines(2,2:3:length(airwayLines))'; % set of airway point 1 lat 

        long2 = airwayLines(1,3:3:length(airwayLines))'; % set of airway point 2 long 

        lat2 = airwayLines(2,3:3:length(airwayLines))'; % set of airway point 2 lat 

        [airwayBearing1,airwayBearing2] = airwayBearing(long1,lat1,long2,lat2); 

        route1Parms = [long1,lat1,airwayBearing1]; 

        route2Parms = [long2,lat2,airwayBearing2]; 

        routeParms = [route1Parms;route2Parms]; 

        airwayXs = InterX(airwayLines); 
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        totalXs = size(airwayXs,2); 

        [~,avgLength] = airwayLength(long1,lat1,long2,lat2); 

    else 

        routeParms = []; 

        totalXs = []; 

        avgLength = []; 

    end 

end 

 

function closedLoopResults = ClosedLoopAnalysis(sectorLong,sectorLat,acTrajs2,~,ac0,~,~,... 

                                                ~,~,~,~,~,~,~) 

    % Coded by Julian Archer (2017) 

    % Conflict Detection Upon AC Arrival 

    distanceCheck = 8^2; 

    for arrivalTime = ac0(2:end,2)' 

        ac1 = ac0(ac0(:,2)==arrivalTime,1); 

        ac2 = unique(acTrajs2(acTrajs2(:,3)<arrivalTime & acTrajs2(:,5)==1 & 

acTrajs2(:,1)~=ac1,1)); 

        ac1Trajs2 = repmat(acTrajs2(acTrajs2(:,1)==ac1,:),length(ac2),1); 

        ac2Trajs2 = acTrajs2(ismember(acTrajs2(:,1),ac2),:); 

        [cond1Empty] = proceduralCheck(ac1Trajs2,ac2Trajs2,distanceCheck); 

        if cond1Empty == 1 

        elseif cond1Empty == 0 

            [acTraj2] = 

conflictResolution(sectorLong,sectorLat,ac1,ac2,acTrajs2,ac1Trajs2,ac2Trajs2,... 

                                           arrivalTime); 

        end 

 

 

 

    end 

closedLoopResults = []; 

end 

 

function closedLoopResults = ClosedLoopStats(acTrajs,ac0,acCount,runtime,meanResTime,pGoodRes) 

% Coded by Julian Archer (2017) 

    % Store Open Loop Results in Big Vector 

    [conflictCount,conflict_p,noConflictAC,pConflictAC,secConflictCount,secConflict_p,... 

    meanTimeInConflict,throughput] = Performance(acTrajs,ac0,acCount,runtime); 

    closedLoopResults = [conflictCount,conflict_p,noConflictAC,pConflictAC,secConflictCount,... 

                         secConflict_p,meanTimeInConflict,throughput,meanResTime,pGoodRes]; 

end 
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function [acTrajsClosed,meanResTime,pGoodRes] = 

closedTrajs(sectorLong,sectorLat,acTrajsOpen,ac0,step) 

% Coded by Julian Archer (2017) 

    distanceCheck = 8^2; % radius square [in NM] 

    countResolutions = 0; 

    goodResCount = 0; 

    resTime = 0; 

    acTrajsClosed = acTrajsOpen; 

    for arrivalTime = ac0(2:end,2)' 

        ac1 = ac0(ac0(:,2)==arrivalTime,1); 

        ac2 = unique(acTrajsClosed(acTrajsClosed(:,3)<arrivalTime & acTrajsClosed(:,5)==1 &... 

              acTrajsClosed(:,1)~=ac1,1)); 

        ac1Trajs2 = repmat(acTrajsClosed(acTrajsClosed(:,1)==ac1,:),length(ac2),1); 

        ac2Trajs2 = acTrajsClosed(ismember(acTrajsClosed(:,1),ac2),:); 

        [cond1Empty] = proceduralCheck(ac1Trajs2,ac2Trajs2,distanceCheck); 

        if cond1Empty == 1 

        elseif cond1Empty == 0 

            countResolutions = countResolutions + 1; 

            [acTrajsClosed,cond1Empty,tempResTime] = 

conflictResolution(sectorLong,sectorLat,ac1,... 

                                                     ac2,acTrajsClosed,ac1Trajs2,ac2Trajs2,... 

                                                     arrivalTime,step); 

            goodResCount = goodResCount + cond1Empty; 

            resTime = resTime+tempResTime; 

        end 

    end 

    if goodResCount > 0 

        pGoodRes = goodResCount/countResolutions; 

        meanResTime = resTime/goodResCount; 

    else 

        pGoodRes = 1; 

        meanResTime = 0; 

    end 

end 

 

function [cond1Empty] = conflictCheck(ac1Trajs2,ac2Trajs2) 

% Coded by Julian Archer (2017) 

    DD = (ac1Trajs2(:,6) - ac2Trajs2(:,6)).^2 + (ac1Trajs2(:,7) - ac2Trajs2(:,7)).^2; 

    H =  abs(ac1Trajs2(:,8) - ac2Trajs2(:,8)); 

    inSector = (ac1Trajs2(:,5) == 1 & ac2Trajs2(:,5) == 1); 

    cond1 = find(DD < distanceCheck/360 & H < 1000 & inSector==1,1); 

end 
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function [acTraj2Temp,cond1Empty,resTime] = conflictResolution(sectorLong,sectorLat,ac1,... 

                                                               

ac2,acTrajs2,ac1Trajs2,ac2Trajs2,... 

                                                               arrivalTime,step) 

% Coded by Julian Archer (2017) 

    tic 

    [cond1Empty,acTraj2Temp] = lateralRes(sectorLong,sectorLat,ac1,ac2,acTrajs2,ac1Trajs2,... 

                                          ac2Trajs2,arrivalTime,step); 

    if cond1Empty == 0 

        [cond1Empty,acTraj2Temp] = 

verticalRes(sectorLong,sectorLat,ac1,ac2,acTrajs2,ac1Trajs2,... 

                                               ac2Trajs2,arrivalTime,step); 

    end 

    if cond1Empty == 0 

        [cond1Empty,acTraj2Temp] = speedRes(sectorLong,sectorLat,ac1,ac2,acTrajs2,ac1Trajs2,... 

                                            ac2Trajs2,arrivalTime,step); 

    end 

    if cond1Empty == 0 

        acTraj2Temp = acTrajs2; 

    end 

    if cond1Empty == 1 

        resTime = toc; 

    else 

        resTime = 0; 

    end 

end 

 

function P = InterX(L1,varargin) 

%INTERX Intersection of curves 

%   P = INTERX(L1,L2) returns the intersection points of two curves L1 

%   and L2. The curves L1,L2 can be either closed or open and are described 

%   by two-row-matrices, where each row contains its x- and y- coordinates. 

%   The intersection of groups of curves (e.g. contour lines, multiply 

%   connected regions etc) can also be computed by separating them with a 

%   column of NaNs as for example 

% 

%         L  = [x11 x12 x13 ... NaN x21 x22 x23 ...; 

%               y11 y12 y13 ... NaN y21 y22 y23 ...] 

% 

%   P has the same structure as L1 and L2, and its rows correspond to the 

%   x- and y- coordinates of the intersection points of L1 and L2. If no 

%   intersections are found, the returned P is empty. 

% 

%   P = INTERX(L1) returns the self-intersection points of L1. To keep 

%   the code simple, the points at which the curve is tangent to itself are 

%   not included. P = INTERX(L1,L1) returns all the points of the curve 

%   together with any self-intersection points. 

% 
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%   Example: 

%       t = linspace(0,2*pi); 

%       r1 = sin(4*t)+2;  x1 = r1.*cos(t); y1 = r1.*sin(t); 

%       r2 = sin(8*t)+2;  x2 = r2.*cos(t); y2 = r2.*sin(t); 

%       P = InterX([x1;y1],[x2;y2]); 

%       plot(x1,y1,x2,y2,P(1,:),P(2,:),'ro') 

 

%   Author : NS 

%   Version: 3.0, 21 Sept. 2010 

 

%   Two words about the algorithm: Most of the code is self-explanatory. 

%   The only trick lies in the calculation of C1 and C2. To be brief, this 

%   is essentially the two-dimensional analog of the condition that needs 

%   to be satisfied by a function F(x) that has a zero in the interval 

%   [a,b], namely 

%           F(a)*F(b) <= 0 

%   C1 and C2 exactly do this for each segment of curves 1 and 2 

%   respectively. If this condition is satisfied simultaneously for two 

%   segments then we know that they will cross at some point. 

%   Each factor of the 'C' arrays is essentially a matrix containing 

%   the numerators of the signed distances between points of one curve 

%   and line segments of the other. 

 

    %...Argument checks and assignment of L2 

    narginchk(1,2); 

    if nargin == 1 

        L2 = L1;    hF = @lt;   %...Avoid the inclusion of common points 

    else 

        L2 = varargin{1}; hF = @le; 

    end 

 

    %...Preliminary stuff 

    x1  = L1(1,:)';  x2 = L2(1,:); 

    y1  = L1(2,:)';  y2 = L2(2,:); 

    dx1 = diff(x1); dy1 = diff(y1); 

    dx2 = diff(x2); dy2 = diff(y2); 

 

    %...Determine 'signed distances' 

    S1 = dx1.*y1(1:end-1) - dy1.*x1(1:end-1); 

    S2 = dx2.*y2(1:end-1) - dy2.*x2(1:end-1); 

 

    C1 = feval(hF,D(bsxfun(@times,dx1,y2)-bsxfun(@times,dy1,x2),S1),0); 

    C2 = feval(hF,D((bsxfun(@times,y1,dx2)-bsxfun(@times,x1,dy2))',S2'),0)'; 

 

    %...Obtain the segments where an intersection is expected 

    [i,j] = find(C1 & C2); 

    if isempty(i),P = zeros(2,0);return; end; 

 

    %...Transpose and prepare for output 

    i=i'; dx2=dx2'; dy2=dy2'; S2 = S2'; 

    L = dy2(j).*dx1(i) - dy1(i).*dx2(j); 

    i = i(L~=0); j=j(L~=0); L=L(L~=0);  %...Avoid divisions by 0 
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    %...Solve system of eqs to get the common points 

    P = unique([dx2(j).*S1(i) - dx1(i).*S2(j), ... 

                dy2(j).*S1(i) - dy1(i).*S2(j)]./[L L],'rows')'; 

 

    function u = D(x,y) 

        u = bsxfun(@minus,x(:,1:end-1),y).*bsxfun(@minus,x(:,2:end),y); 

    end 

end 

 

function [cond1Empty,acTraj2Temp] = 

lateralRes(sectorLong,sectorLat,ac1,ac2,acTrajs2,ac1Trajs2,... 

                                               ac2Trajs2,arrivalTime,step) 

    % Coded by Julian Archer (2017) 

    cond1Empty = 0; 

    acTraj2Temp = 0; 

    distanceCheck = 5^2; % 5 NM Check (square is more convenient) 

    ac1ArrivalIndex1 = find(ac1Trajs2(:,3)==arrivalTime,1); 

    ac1ArrivalIndex2 = find(acTrajs2(:,1)==ac1 & acTrajs2(:,3)==arrivalTime,1); 

    ac1EndIndex = find(acTrajs2(:,1)==ac1,1,'last'); 

    resHDG = repmat(10:10:60,2,1); resHDG(2,:)= -1*resHDG(2,:); resHDG = resHDG(:)'; 

 

    ac1HDG0 = ac1Trajs2(ac1ArrivalIndex1,10); 

    ac1LONG0 = ac1Trajs2(ac1ArrivalIndex1,6); 

    ac1LAT0 = ac1Trajs2(ac1ArrivalIndex1,7); 

    ac1SPD0 = ac1Trajs2(ac1ArrivalIndex1,9); 

 

 

    directReturnTime = 3*60; % 3 minutes <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< HARD CODED (Update if necessary) 

    delay = (1:3).*60; % 1 minute delay to direct waypoint ReturnTime <<< HARD CODED(Update if 

necessary) 

    turnRate = 3; % modeled turns at 3 degrees per second 

%     step = 1; 

 

    for delay_val = delay 

        for resHDG_val = resHDG 

            ac1Target1HDG = mod(ac1HDG0 + resHDG_val, 360); 

            ac1Target2HDG = mod(ac1Target1HDG - (180-(180-2*resHDG_val)), 360); 

            offsetTime = round((directReturnTime + delay_val)./(2*cosd(resHDG_val))); 

            acTraj2Temp = acTrajs2; 

 

            % This Logic Is not straight forward and bounces around from turn-straight 

            %  components(It works based on my math) 

            % part1.1 >> modeled turn to initial offset leg 

            turn1Degrees = mod(ac1HDG0-ac1Target1HDG,360); 

            turn1Degrees = min(360-turn1Degrees,turn1Degrees); 

            turn1Time = floor(turn1Degrees/turnRate); 

            turn1HDGVector = ac1HDG0:sign(resHDG_val)*(turnRate/step):ac1HDG0 + 

sign(resHDG_val)*... 
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                             turn1Time*(turnRate/step); 

 

            % part2.1 >> modeled turn to recovery offset leg 

            turn2Degrees = mod(ac1Target1HDG-ac1Target2HDG,360); 

            turn2Degrees = min(360-turn2Degrees,turn2Degrees); 

            turn2Time = floor(turn2Degrees/turnRate); 

            turn2HDGVector = ac1Target1HDG:-sign(resHDG_val)*(turnRate/step):ac1Target1HDG ... 

                             - sign(resHDG_val)*turn2Time*(turnRate/step); 

 

            % part3.1 >> modeled turn to original heading leg 

            turn3Degrees = mod(ac1Target2HDG-ac1HDG0,360); 

            turn3Degrees = min(360-turn3Degrees,turn3Degrees); 

            turn3Time = floor(turn3Degrees/turnRate); 

            turn3HDGVector = ac1Target2HDG:sign(resHDG_val)*(turnRate/step):ac1Target2HDG +... 

                             sign(resHDG_val)*turn3Time*(turnRate/step); 

 

            % part2.2 >> straight leg after the modeled turn to second offset leg 

            turn1_i = ac1ArrivalIndex2+1:ac1ArrivalIndex2+length(turn1HDGVector); 

            straight1_i = max(turn1_i)+1:max(turn1_i)+(offsetTime-turn1Time-(0.5*turn2Time)); %%% 

            straight1HDGVector = ones(1,length(straight1_i))*ac1Target1HDG; 

 

            % part2.2 >> straight leg after the modeled turn to second offset leg 

            turn2_i = straight1_i(end)+1:straight1_i(end)+length(turn2HDGVector); 

            straight2_i = turn2_i(end)+1:turn2_i(end)+(offsetTime-turn3Time-(0.5*turn2Time)); 

            straight2HDGVector = ones(1,length(straight2_i))*ac1Target2HDG; 

 

            % part3.2 >> straight leg after the modeled turn to original hdg leg 

            turn3_i = straight2_i(end)+1:straight2_i(end)+length(turn3HDGVector); 

            straight3_i = turn3_i(end)+1:ac1EndIndex; 

            straight3HDGVector = ones(1,length(straight3_i))*ac1HDG0; 

 

            % Final vectors needed for trajectory computations 

            ac1HDGVector = 

[turn1HDGVector,straight1HDGVector,turn2HDGVector,straight2HDGVector,... 

                            turn3HDGVector,straight3HDGVector]; 

            all_i = [turn1_i,straight1_i,turn2_i,straight2_i,turn3_i,straight3_i]; 

            all_i = all_i(all_i<=ac1EndIndex); 

 

            [ac1LONG,ac1LAT] = newPos2(ac1LONG0,ac1LAT0,ac1HDGVector,ac1SPD0,step); 

            acTraj2Temp(all_i,6) = ac1LONG(1:length(all_i)); 

            acTraj2Temp(all_i,7) = ac1LAT(1:length(all_i)); 

            acTraj2Temp(all_i,10) = ac1HDGVector(1:length(all_i)); 

 

            % Update rows info for IN sector status after trajectory change 

            [IN,ON] = inpolygon(acTraj2Temp(all_i,6),acTraj2Temp(all_i,7),sectorLong,sectorLat); 

            acTraj2Temp(IN|ON,5) = 1; %5 

            acTraj2Temp(~(IN|ON),5) = 0; %5 

 

            % Check to see if the modeled turn is in sectory boundary, 

            % otherwise skip resolution option 

            if all(IN(1:length(find(all_i<turn2_i(end)))))==1 

                ac1Trajs2Temp = repmat(acTraj2Temp(acTraj2Temp(:,1)==ac1,:),length(ac2),1); 
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                [cond1Empty] = proceduralCheck(ac1Trajs2Temp,ac2Trajs2,distanceCheck); 

                if cond1Empty == 1 

                    break 

                else 

                    acTraj2Temp = 0; 

                end 

            end 

        end 

    end 

end 

 

function [NewLong, NewLat] = newPos(long,lat,hdg,spd,delta_t) 

% Coded by Julian Archer (2017) 

% Position at each timestamp until route is completed 

R = 6371e3; % Radius of the earth 

% lat portion in distance converted to degrees (note cos instead of sin 90 degree shift; 

% counterclockwise rotation from observer) 

NewLat = lat + (((spd.*cosd(hdg)*180).*delta_t)/(pi*R)); 

% long portion in distance converted to degrees (note sin instead of cos 90 degree shift; 

% counterclockwise rotation from observer) 

NewLong = long + (((spd.*sind(hdg)*180).*delta_t)./(pi*R*cosd(NewLat))); 

end 

 

function [long, lat] = newPos2(long,lat,hdgVector,spd,delta_t) 

% Coded by Julian Archer (2017) 

% Position at each timestamp until route is completed 

R = 6371e3; % Radius of the earth 

for index = 2:length(hdgVector) 

    % lat portion in distance converted to degrees (note cos instead of sin 90 degree shift; 

    % counterclockwise rotation from observer) 

    lat(index) = lat(index-1) + (((spd.*cosd(hdgVector(index-1))*180).*delta_t)/(pi*R)); 

    % long portion in distance converted to degrees (note sin instead of cos 90 degree shift; 

    % counterclockwise rotation from observer) 

    long(index) = long(index-1) + (((spd.*sind(hdgVector(index-1))*180).*delta_t)./... 

                                  (pi*R*cosd(lat(index)))); 

end 

end 

 

function openLoopResults = 

OpenLoopAnalysis(acTrajs,runtime,acCount,arrivalTimes0,totalXs,avgLength,... 

                                            

arrivalRate_i,spdVarCond_i,FL_VarCond_i,desiredArea_i,... 

                                            radius_i,count_i,rep_i) 
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% Coded by Julian Archer (2017) 

    [ac2,ac1] = find(tril(ones(acCount), -1)); % fast was of getting combinations of 2 

    count = 0; 

    conflictPairIDs = ones(1,1)*NaN; 

    conflictTime0 = ones(1,1)*NaN; 

    conflictAngle = ones(1,1)*NaN; 

    timeToConflict = ones(1,2)*NaN; 

    for acPairID = 1:length(ac1) 

        DD = (acTrajs(acTrajs(:,1)==ac1(acPairID),6) - acTrajs(acTrajs(:,1)==ac2(acPairID),6)).^2 

+ ... 

             (acTrajs(acTrajs(:,1)==ac1(acPairID),7) - 

acTrajs(acTrajs(:,1)==ac2(acPairID),7)).^2; 

        H =  abs(acTrajs(acTrajs(:,1)==ac1(acPairID),8)- acTrajs(acTrajs(:,1)==ac2(acPairID),8)); 

        inSector = acTrajs(acTrajs(:,1)==ac1(acPairID),5) & 

acTrajs(acTrajs(:,1)==ac2(acPairID),5); 

        cond1 = find(DD < 25/360 & H < 1000 & inSector==1); 

 

        if ~isempty(cond1) 

            count = count+1; 

            conflictTime0(count) = acTrajs(cond1(1),3); 

            conflictPairIDs(count) = acPairID; 

            conflictAngle(count) = abs(acTrajs(acTrajs(:,1)==ac1(acPairID) & ... 

                                       acTrajs(:,3)==conflictTime0(count),10)-... 

                                       acTrajs(acTrajs(:,1)==ac2(acPairID) & ... 

                                       acTrajs(:,3)==conflictTime0(count),10)); 

 

            timeToConflict(count*2-1:count*2) = conflictTime0(count) - ... 

                                                [arrivalTimes0(ac1(acPairID),2),... 

                                                 arrivalTimes0(ac1(acPairID),2)]; 

        end 

    end 

    if count > 0 

        firstConflictTime = min(conflictTime0); % var1 

        conflictAC = size(unique([ac1(conflictPairIDs);ac2(conflictPairIDs)]),1); % var2 

        conflictRatio = conflictAC/acCount; 

        avgConflictAngle = mean(conflictAngle); 

        avgTimeToConflict = mean(timeToConflict); % var 5 

    else 

        firstConflictTime = NaN; % var1 

        conflictAC = 0; % var2 

        conflictRatio = 0; % var3 

        avgConflictAngle = NaN; % var4 

        avgTimeToConflict = mean(timeToConflict); % var 5 

    end 

    throughput = acCount-length(acTrajs(acTrajs(:,3)==runtime & acTrajs(:,5)==1,5)); 

    openLoopResults = [rep_i,spdVarCond_i,FL_VarCond_i,desiredArea_i,radius_i,totalXs,... 

                       

arrivalRate_i,count_i,avgLength,acCount,throughput,conflictAC,conflictRatio,... 

                       firstConflictTime,avgTimeToConflict,avgConflictAngle]; 

end 
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function openLoopResults = OpenLoopStats(acTrajs,ac0,acCount,runtime) 

% Coded by Julian Archer (2017) 

    % Store Open Loop Results in Big Vector 

    [conflictCount,conflict_p,noConflictAC,pConflictAC,secConflictCount,secConflict_p,... 

     meanTimeInConflict,throughput] = Performance(acTrajs,ac0,acCount,runtime); 

     openLoopResults = [conflictCount,conflict_p,noConflictAC,pConflictAC,secConflictCount,... 

     secConflict_p,meanTimeInConflict,throughput]; 

end 

 

function [acTrajsOpen,ac0,acCount] = 

openTrajs(sectorLong,sectorLat,routeParms,arrivalRate,runtime,step,... 

                                        spdVarCond,FL_VarCond) % rate in sec; runtime in sec 

% Coded by Julian Archer (2017) 

    acCount = round(arrivalRate*runtime); 

    % Unique is to remove 0 addition (i.e 2 ac arrive at the same time; subtle bug that was hard 

to find) 

    arrivalTimes1 = unique(cumsum(poissrnd(1/arrivalRate,acCount,1))); 

    acCount = sum(arrivalTimes1<runtime); 

    acIDs1 = (1:acCount)'; 

    arrivalTimes1 = arrivalTimes1(1:acCount,1); 

    ac0 = [acIDs1,arrivalTimes1]; 

    totalRoutes = size(routeParms,1); 

    acRoutes = randi([1,totalRoutes],acCount,1); 

    acLong0 = routeParms(acRoutes,1); 

    acLat0 = routeParms(acRoutes,2); 

    acHdg0 = routeParms(acRoutes,3); 

 

    altRangeEB = [25000,27000,29000,33000]; % possible altitudes for eastbound AC [in ft] 0-179 

    altRangeWB = [24000,26000,28000,32000]; % possible altitudes for westbound AC [in ft] 180-359 

    minSpd = 500:-25:425; 

    spdRange = [minSpd(spdVarCond) 500]; % Typical cruise speed [in kts] for commercial aircraft 

    acSpd0 = round(unifrnd(min(spdRange),max(spdRange),acCount,1)/5)*5*0.514444444; % speed [in 

m/s] 

    acEB = (acHdg0>=0)&(acHdg0<=179); 

    acAlt0(acEB,1) = randsample(altRangeEB(1:FL_VarCond),sum(acEB),1); 

    acAlt0(~acEB,1) = randsample(altRangeWB(1:FL_VarCond),sum(~acEB),1); 

 

    times = mod(0:step:((runtime+step)*acCount)-step,runtime+step)'; % 3 

    rows = 1:length(times);             %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% - debug 

    acIDs2 = ceil((rows'*acCount)/length(times)); % 1 c 

    arrivalTimes2(rows,1) = arrivalTimes1(acIDs2); 

 

    activeTime = max(0,times-arrivalTimes2); %4 

 

    acRoutes(rows,1) = acRoutes(acIDs2); % 2 

    acLong(rows,1) = acLong0(acIDs2); % 6 

    acLat(rows,1) = acLat0(acIDs2); % 7 

    acAlt(rows,1) = acAlt0(acIDs2); % 8 
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    acSpd(rows,1) = acSpd0(acIDs2); % 9 

    acHdg(rows,1) = acHdg0(acIDs2); % 10 

 

    index_NaN = find(times<arrivalTimes2); % Where to put NAN's 

    acLong(index_NaN,1) = NaN; acLat(index_NaN,1) = NaN; acAlt(index_NaN,1) = NaN; 

    acHdg(index_NaN,1)= NaN; acSpd(index_NaN,1)= NaN; 

    [acLong,acLat] = newPos(acLong,acLat,acHdg,acSpd,activeTime); 

 

    [IN,ON] = inpolygon(acLong,acLat,sectorLong,sectorLat); 

    inSector(IN|ON,1) = 1; %5 

    inSector(~(IN|ON),1) = 0; %5 

 

    acTrajsOpen = [acIDs2,acRoutes,times,activeTime,inSector,acLong,acLat,acAlt,acSpd,acHdg]; 

end 

 

function [conflictCount,conflict_p,noConflictAC,... 

          pConflictAC,secConflictCount,secConflict_p,... 

          meanTimeInConflict,throughput] = Performance(acTrajs,ac0,acCount,runtime) 

% Coded by Julian Archer (2017) 

    % Initializations 

    conflictCount = 0; 

    noConflictAC = 0; 

    secConflictCount = 0; 

    TimeInConflict = 0; 

 

    % Perform computations as AC arrive into sector 

    for arrivalTime = ac0(2:end,2)' 

        % Efficintly Set Up AC Comparison Matricies 

        ac1 = ac0(ac0(:,2)==arrivalTime,1); 

        ac2 = unique(acTrajs(acTrajs(:,3)<arrivalTime & acTrajs(:,5)==1 & acTrajs(:,1)~=ac1,1)); 

        ac1Trajs = repmat(acTrajs(acTrajs(:,1)==ac1,:),length(ac2),1); 

        ac2Trajs = acTrajs(ismember(acTrajs(:,1),ac2),:); 

 

        % Check for Conflicts 

        DD = (ac1Trajs(:,6) - ac2Trajs(:,6)).^2 + (ac1Trajs(:,7) - ac2Trajs(:,7)).^2; 

        H =  abs(ac1Trajs(:,8) - ac2Trajs(:,8)); 

        inSector = (ac1Trajs(:,5) == 1 & ac2Trajs(:,5) == 1); 

        conflictCond = find(DD < 25/360 & H < 1000 & inSector==1); 

        conflictCond2 = length(unique(ac2Trajs(conflictCond,1))); 

        conflictTimeCond = length(unique(ac2Trajs(conflictCond,3))); 

 

        % Update caclulations 

        conflictCount = conflictCount + conflictCond2; 

        noConflictAC = noConflictAC + ~isempty(conflictCond); 

        secConflictCount = secConflictCount + (conflictCond2 > 1); 

        TimeInConflict = TimeInConflict + conflictTimeCond; 

    end 

 

    % Final Performance Calculations 
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    % total conflict pairs / total ac pairs 

    conflict_p = conflictCount/nchoosek(acCount,2); 

    % count of unique ac in conflict / total unique aircraft count 

    pConflictAC = noConflictAC/acCount; 

    % count of unique ac having secondary conflictz / total unique aircraft count 

    secConflict_p = secConflictCount/acCount; 

    % total time in conflict / number of ac in conflict 

    meanTimeInConflict = TimeInConflict/noConflictAC; 

    throughput = length(acTrajs(acTrajs(:,3)==runtime & acTrajs(:,5)==0,5)); 

 

 end 

 

function PhDExperiment 

% Coded by Julian Archer (2017) 

    % House Cleaning 

    close all 

    clear 

    set(0,'DefaultFigureWindowStyle','docked') 

    warning ('off','all'); 

    clc 

 

    % Initializations 

    arrivalRate = linspace(4*60,2*60,5)./(60*60); % ac per hr 

    desiredArea = linspace(0.8,2,5);  % degrees squared (lat conversion used) 

    radius = linspace(15,25,5)./60;    % degrees (lat conversion used) 

    totalAirways = round(linspace(3,12,5));   %  

    spdVarCond = 1:4;  % 

    FL_VarCond = 1:4;  % 

    runtime = 0.25*60*60; % in secs 

    step = 1;   % 

    rep = 1:5; % 

 

    % Simulation Runs 

    analysisResults = SimulationRuns(arrivalRate,desiredArea,radius,totalAirways,spdVarCond,... 

                                      FL_VarCond,runtime,step,rep); 

 

    % Save Performance Data to File 

    filename = 'PhD_Experiment_Data.txt'; 

    if exist(filename,'file') 

        delete(filename); 

    end 

    factorsTitles = ['Rep arrivalRate[ac/sec] desiredArea[degrees^2] radius[NM] totalAirways '... 

                    'spdVarCond FL_VarCond totalXs avgLength[NM]']; 

    closedLoopPerformance = ['conflictCount conflict_p noConflictAC pConflictAC secConflictCount 

'... 

                             'secConflict_p meanTimeInConflict[sec] throughput meanResTime[sec] 

'... 

                             'pGoodRes \n']; 

    head = [factorsTitles,closedLoopPerformance]; 
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    permission = 'wt'; % Write permission 

    fid = fopen(filename,permission); 

    fprintf(fid,head); 

    formatFactor ='%0.0f %0.4f %0.4f %0.4f %0.0f %0.0f %0.0f %0.0f %0.0f '; 

    formatClosed ='%0.4f %0.4f %0.4f %0.4f %0.4f %0.4f %0.4f %0.4f %0.4f %0.4f \n'; 

    format = [formatFactor,formatClosed]; 

    fprintf(fid,format,analysisResults'); 

    fclose(fid); 

    fclose('all'); 

end 

 

function [sectorLong,sectorLat,sectorArea,sectorCentroid] = polygon(sectorAreaDesired) 

% Coded by Julian Archer (2017) 

% Initialize Sector Paramaters 

sectorLong=0; sectorArea = 0; %sideLength = 0; 

pError = 0.025; % 1 percent error allowed for sector area 

tolerance= pError*sectorAreaDesired; 

noSides = randi([4,10],1,1); 

sideRange=noSides:2*noSides; 

 

% Search and then stop when sector design found that matches paramaters 

while (length(sectorLong)~=noSides+1)||... 

      (sectorArea>(sectorAreaDesired+tolerance))||... 

      (sectorArea<(sectorAreaDesired-tolerance)) 

%     ||...(any(sideLength<4*airwayWidth)) 

 

    a =0; 

    b = (1.3+((10-noSides)*0.23))*... 

        (sqrt(sectorAreaDesired)); % This just works (based on sensitivity analysis paramaters) 

    c = round(unifrnd(min(sideRange),max(sideRange),1)); 

    sectorLong=unifrnd(a,b,c,1); % rnd long points 

    sectorLat=unifrnd(a,b,c,1); % rnd lat points 

    index_convex = convhull(sectorLong,sectorLat); %get convex indicies from points 

    sectorLong=sectorLong(index_convex); % convex long points 

    sectorLat=sectorLat(index_convex); % Convex lat poitns 

    sectorArea = polyarea(sectorLong,sectorLat); %area = [(x1+x2)(y1-y2)+(x2+x3)+ ... 

+(xn+x1)(yn-y1)]/2 

end 

sectorCentroid = polygonCentroid(sectorLong,sectorLat); % find centroid of polygon 

end 

 

function [centroid, area] = polygonCentroid(varargin) 

%POLYGONCENTROID Compute the centroid (center of mass) of a polygon 

% 

%   CENTROID = polygonCentroid(POLY) 

%   CENTROID = polygonCentroid(PTX, PTY) 
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%   Computes center of mass of a polygon defined by POLY. POLY is a N-by-2 

%   array of double containing coordinates of vertices. 

% 

%   [CENTROID AREA] = polygonCentroid(POLY) 

%   Also returns the (signed) area of the polygon. 

% 

%   Example 

%     % Draws the centroid of a paper hen 

%     x = [0 10 20  0 -10 -20 -10 -10  0]; 

%     y = [0  0 10 10  20  10  10  0 -10]; 

%     poly = [x' y']; 

%     centro = polygonCentroid(poly); 

%     drawPolygon(poly); 

%     hold on; axis equal; 

%     drawPoint(centro, 'bo'); 

% 

%   References 

%   algo adapted from P. Bourke web page 

% 

%   See also: 

%   polygons2d, polygonArea, drawPolygon 

% 

 

%   --------- 

%   author : David Legland 

%   INRA - TPV URPOI - BIA IMASTE 

%   created the 05/05/2004. 

% 

 

% Algorithme P. Bourke, vectorized version 

 

% HISTORY 

% 2012.02.24 vectorize code 

 

 

% parse input arguments 

if nargin == 1 

    var = varargin{1}; 

    px = var(:,1); 

    py = var(:,2); 

elseif nargin == 2 

    px = varargin{1}; 

    py = varargin{2}; 

end 

 

% vertex indices 

N = length(px); 

iNext = [2:N 1]; 

 

% compute cross products 

common = px .* py(iNext) - px(iNext) .* py; 

sx = sum((px + px(iNext)) .* common); 
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sy = sum((py + py(iNext)) .* common); 

 

% area and centroid 

area = sum(common) / 2; 

centroid = [sx sy] / 6 / area; 

end 

 

function [cond1Empty] = proceduralCheck(ac1Trajs2,ac2Trajs2,distanceCheck) 

% Coded by Julian Archer (2017) 

    DD = (ac1Trajs2(:,6) - ac2Trajs2(:,6)).^2 + (ac1Trajs2(:,7) - ac2Trajs2(:,7)).^2; 

    H =  abs(ac1Trajs2(:,8) - ac2Trajs2(:,8)); 

    inSector = (ac1Trajs2(:,5) == 1 & ac2Trajs2(:,5) == 1); 

    cond1 = find(DD < distanceCheck/360 & H < 1000 & inSector==1,1); 

    cond1Empty = isempty(cond1); 

end 

 

function [analysisResults] = SimulationRuns(arrivalRate,desiredArea,radius,totalAirways,... 

                                             spdVarCond,FL_VarCond,runtime,step,rep) 

% Coded by Julian Archer (2017) 

    % Initializations 

    dataPoints1 = length(desiredArea)*length(radius)*length(totalAirways)*length(arrivalRate)*... 

                  length(spdVarCond)*length(FL_VarCond)*length(rep); 

 

%     This commented code below was used for the dissertation but it might not be actually full 

%     comination coverage (results might be improved/more representative if you use nested loops 

%     or some other method for vectorizing the combinations 

 

% %     rep = repmat(rep,dataPoints1/length(rep),1); rep = rep(:)'; 

% %     arrivalRate= repmat(arrivalRate,1,dataPoints1/length(arrivalRate)); 

% %     spdVarCond = repmat(spdVarCond,1,dataPoints1/length(spdVarCond)); 

% %     FL_VarCond = repmat(FL_VarCond,1,dataPoints1/length(FL_VarCond)); 

% %     desiredArea = repmat(desiredArea,1,dataPoints1/length(desiredArea)); 

% %     radius = repmat(radius,1,dataPoints1/length(radius)); 

% %     totalAirways = repmat(totalAirways,1,dataPoints1/length(totalAirways)); 

 

    a = arrivalRate; 

    b = desiredArea; 

    c = radius; 

    d = totalAirways; 

    e = spdVarCond; 

    f = FL_VarCond; 

    g =  rep; 

    count1 = 0; 

    for indexa = a 

        for indexb = b 

            for indexc = c 
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                for indexd = d 

                    for indexe = e 

                        for indexf = f 

                            for indexg = g 

                                count1 = count1 + 1; 

                                arrivalRate(count1) = indexa; 

                                desiredArea(count1) = indexb; 

                                radius(count1) = indexc; 

                                totalAirways(count1)= indexd; 

                                spdVarCond(count1) = indexe; 

                                FL_VarCond(count1) = indexf; 

                                rep(count1) = indexg; 

                            end 

                        end 

                    end 

                end 

            end 

        end 

    end 

 

    analysisResults = zeros(dataPoints1,19); 

 

    % Simulation Iterations 

    for row = 1:dataPoints1 

        % Generate Sector With Air Routes 

        IP_Issues = 1; 

        avgLength = 0; 

        while IP_Issues~=0 || avgLength < 20 

            [sectorLong,sectorLat,~,center]=polygon(desiredArea(row)); 

            [routeParms, ~, ~, totalXs, avgLength,IP_Issues] = airways(center,radius(row),... 

                                                                       totalAirways(row),... 

                                                                       sectorLong,sectorLat); 

 

        end 

        % Generate Open Loop Aircraft Traectories 

        [acTrajsOpen,ac0,acCount] = 

openTrajs(sectorLong,sectorLat,routeParms,arrivalRate(row),... 

                                              runtime,step,spdVarCond(row),FL_VarCond(row)); 

 

        % Generate Closed Loop Aircraft Traectories 

        [acTrajsClosed,meanResTime,pGoodRes] = 

closedTrajs(sectorLong,sectorLat,acTrajsOpen,ac0,step); 

 

        % Closed Loop Analysis 

        closedLoopResults  = 

ClosedLoopStats(acTrajsClosed,ac0,acCount,runtime,meanResTime,pGoodRes); 

 

        % Factor Mapping Matrix 

        factors  = 

[rep(row),arrivalRate(row),desiredArea(row),radius(row)*60,totalAirways(row),... 

                    spdVarCond(row),FL_VarCond(row),totalXs,avgLength]; 
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        % All Analysis Results 

        analysisResults(row,:) = [factors,closedLoopResults]; 

    end 

end 

 

function [cond1Empty,acTraj2Temp] = speedRes(sectorLong,sectorLat,ac1,ac2,acTrajs2,ac1Trajs2,... 

                                             ac2Trajs2,arrivalTime,step) 

% Coded by Julian Archer (2017) 

    cond1Empty = 0; 

    acTraj2Temp = 0; 

    distanceCheck = 5^2; % 5 NM Check (square is more convenient) 

    ac1ArrivalIndex1 = find(ac1Trajs2(:,3)==arrivalTime,1); 

    ac1ArrivalIndex2 = find(acTrajs2(:,1)==ac1 & acTrajs2(:,3)==arrivalTime,1); 

    ac1EndIndex = find(acTrajs2(:,1)==ac1,1,'last'); 

    resSPD = repmat(10:10:30,2,1); resSPD(2,:)= -1*resSPD(2,:); resSPD = resSPD(:)'; % speed [in 

kts] 

    resSPD = resSPD*0.514444444; % speed [in meters/second] 

 

    ac1HDG0 = ac1Trajs2(ac1ArrivalIndex1,10); 

    ac1LONG0 = ac1Trajs2(ac1ArrivalIndex1,6); 

    ac1LAT0 = ac1Trajs2(ac1ArrivalIndex1,7); 

    ac1SPD0 = ac1Trajs2(ac1ArrivalIndex1,9); % speed [in meters/s] 

 

    dwellTime = (5:5:15).*60; % time ac should maintain new speed for before going back to 

initial speed 

 

    for resSPD_val = resSPD(ac1SPD0+resSPD >= (400*0.514444444) & ac1SPD0+resSPD <= 

(500*0.514444444)) 

        for dwellTime_val = dwellTime 

            ac1TargetSPD = ac1SPD0 + resSPD_val; 

            point1TimeIndex = ac1ArrivalIndex2 + dwellTime_val/step; 

            t1_i = ac1ArrivalIndex2+1:step:min(point1TimeIndex,ac1EndIndex); 

            tf_i = t1_i(end)+1:step:ac1EndIndex; 

            delta_t1 = 1:length(t1_i); 

            delta_tf = 1:length(tf_i); 

 

            acTraj2Temp = acTrajs2; 

 

            [ac1LONG1,ac1LAT1] = newPos(ac1LONG0,ac1LAT0,ac1HDG0,ac1TargetSPD,delta_t1); 

            acTraj2Temp(t1_i,6) = ac1LONG1; 

            acTraj2Temp(t1_i,7) = ac1LAT1; 

            acTraj2Temp(t1_i,9) = ac1TargetSPD; 

 

            [ac1LONGf,ac1LATf] = newPos(ac1LONG1(length(ac1LONG1)),ac1LAT1(length(ac1LONG1)),... 

                                        ac1HDG0,ac1SPD0,delta_tf); 

            acTraj2Temp(tf_i,6) = ac1LONGf; 

            acTraj2Temp(tf_i,7) = ac1LATf; 

            acTraj2Temp(tf_i,9) = ac1SPD0; % speed [in meters/second] 
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            all_i = [t1_i,tf_i]; 

            [IN,ON] = inpolygon(acTraj2Temp(all_i,6),acTraj2Temp(all_i,7),sectorLong,sectorLat); 

            acTraj2Temp(IN|ON,5) = 1; %5 

            acTraj2Temp(~(IN|ON),5) = 0; %5 

 

            if all(IN(1:length(t1_i)))==1 

                ac1Trajs2Temp = repmat(acTraj2Temp(acTraj2Temp(:,1)==ac1,:),length(ac2),1); 

                [cond1Empty] = proceduralCheck(ac1Trajs2Temp,ac2Trajs2,distanceCheck); 

 

                if cond1Empty == 1 

                    break 

                else 

                    acTraj2Temp = 0; 

                end 

            end 

        end 

    end 

end 

 

 

function [cond1Empty,acTraj2Temp] = verticalRes(~,~,ac1,ac2,acTrajs2,... 

                                                ac1Trajs2,ac2Trajs2,arrivalTime,step) 

% Coded by Julian Archer (2017) 

    cond1Empty = 0; 

    acTraj2Temp = 0; 

    distanceCheck = 5^2; % 5 NM Check (square is more convenient) 

    ac1ArrivalIndex1 = find(ac1Trajs2(:,3)==arrivalTime,1); 

    ac1ArrivalIndex2 = find(acTrajs2(:,1)==ac1 & acTrajs2(:,3)==arrivalTime,1); 

    ac1EndIndex = find(acTrajs2(:,1)==ac1,1,'last'); 

    resALT = repmat(1000:1000:3000,2,1); resALT(2,:)= -1*resALT(2,:); resALT = resALT(:)'; 

 

    ac1SPD0 = ac1Trajs2(ac1ArrivalIndex1,9); % speed [in meters/s] 

    ac1ALT0 = ac1Trajs2(ac1ArrivalIndex1,8); % altitude [in ft] 

 

    dwellTime = (5:5:10).*60; % time ac should maintain new speed for before going back to 

initial speed 

    descentAngle = 3; % [in degrees] 

%     step = 1; 

    for resALT_val = resALT(ac1ALT0+resALT >= 24000 & ac1ALT0+resALT <= 33000) 

        for dwellTime_val = dwellTime 

            ac1TargetALT = ac1ALT0 + resALT_val; 

            diff_ALT = abs(resALT_val); 

 

    %         t_vertical = 1:length(verticalTime); 

 

            acTraj2Temp = acTrajs2; 

 

            % part 1 - initial climb/descent; 
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            vspd = ac1SPD0*sign(resALT_val)*sind(descentAngle)*3.28084; % descent speed [in ft/s] 

            verticalTime = floor(abs(diff_ALT/vspd)); 

            alt_t1_vertical = ac1ALT0 + (vspd.*(1:verticalTime/step)); 

            verticalTimeIndex1 = ac1ArrivalIndex2+1:ac1ArrivalIndex2+verticalTime; 

 

            % part 2 - straight and level time after initial climb/descent 

    %         t1_level = 1:dwellTime_val; 

            levelTimeIndex1 = verticalTimeIndex1(end)+1:verticalTimeIndex1(end)+dwellTime_val; 

            alt_t1_level = ones(1,dwellTime_val)*ac1TargetALT; 

 

            % part 3 - recovery climb/descent 

            vspd = -vspd; 

            alt_t2_vertical = ac1TargetALT  + (vspd.*(1:verticalTime/step)); 

            verticalTimeIndex2 = levelTimeIndex1(end)+1:levelTimeIndex1(end)+verticalTime; 

 

            % part 4 - straight and level time after recovery climb/descent 

    %         t2_level = 1:dwellTime_val; 

            levelTimeIndex2 = verticalTimeIndex2(end)+1:ac1EndIndex; 

            alt_t2_level = ones(1,length(levelTimeIndex2))*ac1ALT0; 

 

            altVector = [alt_t1_vertical,alt_t1_level,alt_t2_vertical,alt_t2_level]; 

            altVectorIndex = 

[verticalTimeIndex1,levelTimeIndex1,verticalTimeIndex2,levelTimeIndex2]; 

            alt_i = altVectorIndex(altVectorIndex<=ac1EndIndex); 

            acTraj2Temp(alt_i,8) = altVector(ismember(alt_i,altVectorIndex)); 

 

            ac1Trajs2Temp = repmat(acTraj2Temp(acTraj2Temp(:,1)==ac1,:),length(ac2),1); 

            [cond1Empty] = proceduralCheck(ac1Trajs2Temp,ac2Trajs2,distanceCheck); 

%             visualTrajCheck(ac1Trajs2,ac1Trajs2Temp,ac1) 

 

            if cond1Empty == 1 

                break 

            else 

                acTraj2Temp = 0; 

            end 

 

        end 

    end 

end 
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APPENDIX D. REGRESSION ANALYSES 

  
Figure 31. Main effect plot of number for aircraft pair conflicts 

 

 
Figure 32. Interaction plot for number of aircraft pair conflicts 
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Figure 33. Main effect plot for probability of an aircraft pair conflict 

 

 
Figure 34. Interaction plot for probability of an aircraft pair conflict 
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Figure 35. Main effect plot for number of multiple aircraft pair conflicts 

 

 
Figure 36. Interaction plot for number of multiple aircraft pair conflicts 
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Figure 37. Main effect plot for probability of multiple aircraft pair conflicts 

 

 
Figure 38. Interaction plot for probability of multiple aircraft pair conflicts 
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Figure 39. Main effect plot for average time aircraft remain in conflict 

 

 
Figure 40. Interaction plot for average time aircraft remain in conflict 
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Figure 41. Main effect plot for probability of mitigation success 

 

 
Figure 42. Interaction plot for probability of mitigation success 
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APPENDIX E. SENSITIVITY ANALYSES
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Figure 43. Number of aircraft pair conflicts versus aircraft arrival rate 

 
Figure 44. Probability of an aircraft pair conflict versus aircraft arrival rate 
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Figure 45. Number of multiple aircraft pair conflicts versus aircraft arrival rate 

 
Figure 46. Probability of multiple aircraft pair conflicts versus aircraft arrival rate 
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Figure 47. Average time aircraft remain in conflict versus aircraft arrival rate 

 
Figure 48. Probability of mitigation success versus aircraft arrival rate 
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Figure 49. Number of aircraft pair conflicts versus sector area 

 
Figure 50. Probability of an aircraft pair conflict versus sector area 
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Figure 51. Number of multiple aircraft pair conflicts versus sector area 

 
Figure 52. Probability of multiple aircraft pair conflicts versus sector area 
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Figure 53. Average time aircraft remain in conflict versus sector area 

 
Figure 54. Probability of mitigation success versus sector area 
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Figure 55. Number of aircraft pair conflicts versus airway centrailty 

 
Figure 56. Probability of an aircraft pair conflict versus airway centrality 
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Figure 57. Number of multiple aircraft pair conflicts versus airway centrality 

 
Figure 58. Probability of multiple aircraft pair conflicts versus airway centrality 
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Figure 59. Average time aircraft remain in conflict versus airway centrality 

 
Figure 60. Probability of mitigation success versus airway centrality 
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Figure 61. Number of aircraft pair conflicts versus number of airways 

 
Figure 62. Probability of an aircraft pair conflict versus aircraft arrival rate 
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Figure 63. Number of multiple aircraft pair conflicts versus number of airways 

 
Figure 64. Probability of multiple aircraft pair conflicts versus number of airways 
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Figure 65. Average time aircraft remain in conflict versus number of airways 

 
Figure 66. Probability of mitigation success versus number of airways 
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Figure 67. Number of aircraft pair conflicts versus uniform aircraft speed variation 

 
Figure 68. Probability of an aircraft pair conflict versus uniform aircraft speed variation 
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Figure 69. Number of multiple aircraft pair conflicts versus uniform aircraft speed variation 

 
Figure 70. Probability multiple aircraft pair conflicts versus uniform aircraft speed variation 
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Figure 71. Average time aircraft remain in conflict versus uniform aircraft speed variation 

 
Figure 72. Probability of mitigation success versus uniform aircraft speed variation 
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Figure 73. Number of aircraft pair conflicts versus uniform flight level variation 

 
Figure 74. Probability of an aircraft pair conflict versus uniform flight level variation 
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Figure 75. Number multiple aircraft pair conflicts versus uniform flight level variation 

 
Figure 76. Probability multiple aircraft pair conflicts versus uniform flight level variation 
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Figure 77. Average time aircraft remain in conflict versus uniform flight level variation 

 
Figure 78. Probability of mitigation success versus uniform flight level variation 
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Figure 79. Number of aircraft pair conflicts versus number of airways crossings 

 
Figure 80. Probability of an aircraft pair conflict versus number of airways crossings 
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Figure 81. Number of multiple aircraft pair conflicts versus number of airways crossings 

 
Figure 82. Probability of multiple aircraft pair conflicts versus number of airways crossings 
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Figure 83. Average time aircraft remain in conflict versus number of airways crossings 

 
Figure 84. Probability of mitigation success versus number of airways crossings 
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Figure 85. Number of aircraft pair conflicts versus average airway length 

 
Figure 86. Probability of an aircraft pair conflict versus average airway length 
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Figure 87. Number of multiple aircraft pair conflicts versus average airway length 

 
Figure 88. Probability of multiple aircraft pair conflicts versus average airway length 
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Figure 89. Average time aircraft remain in conflict versus average airway length 

 
Figure 90. Probability of mitigation success versus average airway length 
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Figure 91. EW composite performance versus arrival rate  

  
Figure 92. EW composite performance versus sector area 
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Figure 93. EW composite performance versus centrality radius 

  
Figure 94. EW composite performance versus total number of airways 
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Figure 95. EW composite performance versus uniform aircraft airspeed variation 

  
Figure 96. EW composite performance versus uniform aircraft flight level variation 
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Figure 97. EW composite performance versus total airway crossings 

  
Figure 98. EW composite performance versus average airway length 
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Figure 99. RS composite performance versus arrival rate  

   
Figure 100. RS composite performance versus sector area 
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Figure 101. RS composite performance versus centrality radius 

   
Figure 102. RS composite performance versus total number of airways 
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Figure 103. RS composite performance versus uniform aircraft airspeed variation 

   
Figure 104. RS composite performance versus uniform aircraft flight level variation 
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 Figure 105. RS composite performance versus total airway crossings 

   
Figure 106. RS composite performance versus average airway length 
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Figure 107. RR composite performance versus arrival rate  

   
Figure 108. RR composite performance versus sector area 
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Figure 109. RR composite performance versus centrality radius 

   
Figure 110. RR composite performance versus total number of airways 
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Figure 111. RR composite performance versus uniform aircraft airspeed variation 

   
Figure 112. RR composite performance versus uniform aircraft flight level variation 
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Figure 113. RR composite performance versus total airway crossings 

   
Figure 114. RR composite performance versus average airway length 
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Figure 115. ROC versus (arrival rate and area) 

  
Figure 116. ROC versus (arrival rate and centrality radius) 
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Figure 117. ROC versus (arrival rate and total number of airways) 

  
Figure 118. ROC versus (arrival rate and aircraft speed variation) 
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Figure 119. ROC versus (arrival rate and aircraft flight level variation) 

  
Figure 120. ROC versus (arrival rate and total airway crossings) 
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Figure 121. ROC versus (arrival rate and average airway length) 

  
Figure 122. ROC versus (area and centrality radius) 
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Figure 123. ROC versus (area and total number of airways) 

  
Figure 124. ROC versus (area and aircraft speed variation) 
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Figure 125. ROC versus (area and aircraft flight level variation) 

  
Figure 126. ROC versus (area and total airway crossings) 
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Figure 127. ROC versus (area and average airway length) 

  
Figure 128. ROC versus (centrality radius and total number of airways) 
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Figure 129. ROC versus (centrality radius and aircraft speed variation) 

  
Figure 130. ROC versus (centrality radius and aircraft flight level variation) 
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Figure 131. ROC versus (centrality radius and total airway crossings) 

  
Figure 132. ROC versus (centrality radius and average airway length) 
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Figure 133. ROC versus (total number of airways and aircraft speed variation) 

  
Figure 134. ROC versus (total number of airways and aircraft flight level variation) 
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Figure 135. ROC versus (total number of airways and total airway crossings) 

  
Figure 136. ROC versus (total number of airways and average airway length) 
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Figure 137. ROC versus (aircraft speed variation and aircraft flight level variation) 

 
 Figure 138. ROC versus (aircraft speed variation and total airway crossings) 
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Figure 139. ROC versus (aircraft speed variation and average airway length) 

  
Figure 140. ROC versus (total airway crossings and average airway length) 
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Figure 141. ROC versus (aircraft flight level variation and average airway length) 

  
Figure 142. ROC versus (total airway crossings and average airway length) 




